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On a Conjecture of Lov�asz Concerning BricksMarcelo H. Carvalho�UFMS, Campo Grande, Brasil Cl�audio L. LucchesiyUNICAMP, Campinas, BrasilU.S.R.MurtyzUniversity of Waterloo, Waterloo, CanadaAbstractIn 1987, Lov�asz conjectured that every brick G di�erent from K4, C6, and thePetersen graph has an edge e such that G� e is a matching covered graph with exactlyone brick. Lov�asz and Vempala announced a proof of this conjecture in 1994. Theirpaper is under preparation. We present here an independent proof of their theorem.We shall in fact prove that if G is any brick di�erent from K4 and C6 and does nothave the Petersen graph as its underlying simple graph, then it has an edge e such thatG� e is a matching covered graph with exactly one brick, with the additional propertythat the underlying simple graph of that one brick is di�erent from the Petersen graph.Our proof involves establishing an interesting new property of the Petersen graph.1 IntroductionThe study of matching covered graphs originated in the works of Kotzig and Lov�asz. Itdeveloped into a beautiful theory, mainly through the e�orts of Lov�asz and his co-workers.The matching lattice of a matching covered graph is the lattice generated by the set ofincidence vectors of perfect matchings of the graph. The crowning achievement of thistheory is the characterization of the matching lattice by Lov�asz in 1987 [6].Motivated by his work on the matching lattice, Lov�asz proposed the following conjecturein 1987:Conjecture 1: Every brick di�erent from K4, C6, and the Petersen graph has an edgewhose deletion yields a matching covered graph with exactly one brick.He noted that the proof of his theorem which characterizes the lattice could be simpli�edsigni�cantly if the above conjecture were true. Carvalho and Lucchesi, in their attempts�Supported by UFMS and CNPq, Brasil. Member of PRONEX 107/97 (MCT/FINEP).ySupported by grants from CNPq, and FAPESP. Member of PRONEX 107/97 (MCT/FINEP).zWork done during this author's visit to UNICAMP, Brasil, from September to December, 1996, and inApril, 1998, with the support of CNPq and FAPESP, Brasil.1



2 M. H. de Carvalho, C. L. Lucchesi and U. S. R. Murtyto �nd ear decompositions of matching covered graphs with the least possible number ofdouble ears, were led to the following conjecture in 1993:Conjecture 2: Every brick di�erent from K4 and C6 and not having the Petersen graphas its underlying simple graph has an edge whose deletion yields a matching covered graphwith exactly one brick, with the additional property that the underlying simple graph of thatone brick is di�erent from the Petersen graph.Clearly, Conjecture 2 implies Conjecture 1. But the two conjectures in fact turn outto be equivalent. In 1994, Lov�asz and Vempala announced ([7]) a proof of Conjecture 1.Their paper is under preparation. Marcelo Carvalho's Ph.D. thesis [1], written under thesupervision of Cl�audio Lucchesi, and submitted to the University of Campinas, Brasil, inDecember 1996, contains a proof of Conjecture 2. In this paper, we present a revised versionof that proof.This new proof relies on establishing an interesting new property of the Petersen graph,which in turn involves the notion of the characteristic of a brick. An odd cut C of a brickG is a separating cut of the brick if the two C-contractions of G are matching covered. IfC is nontrivial, then, since bricks do not have any nontrivial tight cuts, there must existat least one perfect matching of G which meets C in more than one edge, and we de�nethe characteristic of C to be the smallest odd integer �(C) such that �(C) = min jM \ Cj,where the minimum is taken over all perfect matchings M of G which meet C in more thanone edge. Not all bricks have nontrivial separating cuts; we call such bricks solid bricks.For example, odd wheels are solid bricks. If G is a nonsolid brick, then the characteristic�(G) of G is the smallest odd integer for which there is a nontrivial separating cut C ofG with �(C) = �(G). For example, the characteristic of the triangular prism is three andthe characteristic of the Petersen graph is �ve. The property of the Petersen graph that weestablish, and which forms an integral part of the proof of the Main Theorem, is that theonly nonsolid simple brick of characteristic greater than three is the Petersengraph. We give a precise statement of the Main Theorem in section 3, after reviewing thebasic notions of the subject in section 2.Carvalho has used the Main Theorem in his thesis to provide answers to several longstanding problems. For example, for each matching covered graph, he has determined theminimum number of double ears needed in an ear decomposition of the graph and hasestablished the existence of a basis for its matching lattice consisting of incidence vectorsof perfect matchings. These results will be presented in a separate paper [4]. Various otherresults from Carvalho's thesis pertaining to matching covered graphs appear in a paper [3]which has been submitted for publication.2 Basic NotionsThe graphs we consider in this paper may have multiple edges, but no loops. An edgee = uv in a graph G is a multiple edge if G has more than one edge joining u and v. In this



On a Conjecture of Lov�asz Concerning Bricks 3section, we review briey some of the important notions used in this paper. For a history ofthe theory of matching covered graphs, and for notation and terminology not de�ned here,we refer the reader to [5], [6], and [8]. All the notions in this section, except for the notionof a separating cut and its characteristic, appear in the seminal work of Lov�asz [5].2.1 Theorems of Hall and TutteThe basic problem in matching theory is the determination of necessary and su�cientconditions for a graph to have a perfect matching. This problem was solved for bipartitegraphs by Hall in 1935 and, in general, by Tutte in 1947. We state below the well-knowntheorems of Hall and Tutte in the notation that is used in this paper.Theorem 2.1 (Hall, See [5]) A graph G with bipartition (A;B) has a perfect matchingif, and only if, jAj = jBj and, for every subset X of B, jI(G�X)j � jXj, where I(G�X)denotes the set of isolated vertices of G�X.Theorem 2.2 (Tutte, see [5]) A graph G has a perfect matching if, and only if, for everysubset X of V , Codd(G�X) � jXj, where Codd(G�X) denotes the number of odd componentsof G�X.2.2 Matching Covered GraphsAn edge e in a graphG is admissible inG, if there is some perfect matchingM of G such thate 2M . A nontrivial connected graph in which every edge is admissible is called a matchingcovered graph. Using Tutte's theorem, it is possible to show that every 2-connected cubicgraph is a matching covered graph. Three cubic graphs, K4, C6, and the Petersen graph,see Figure 2.2, play special roles in this theory.r
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C6K4 The Petersen GraphFigure 1: Three important bricksFrom Hall's theorem it is easy to deduce the following characterization of bipartitematching covered graphs:



4 M. H. de Carvalho, C. L. Lucchesi and U. S. R. MurtyTheorem 2.3 A bipartite graph G with bipartition (A;B) that has a perfect matching ismatching covered if, and only if, for every nontrivial partition (A0; A00) of A and everypartition (B0; B00) of B such that jA0j = jB0j, at least one edge of G joins some vertex of A0to some vertex of B00 and at least one edge of G joins some vertex of A00 to some vertex ofB0.2.3 BarriersLet G be a graph with a perfect matching. Then, a subset B of V is a barrier of G ifCodd(G� B) = jBj. Clearly, the empty subset of V is a barrier of G. But, henceforth, bya barrier we shall mean a nonnull barrier. All singleton subsets of V are barriers of G. Weshall refer to such barriers as trivial barriers.The following theorem characterizes the set of admissible edges in a graph with a perfectmatching.Theorem 2.4 (See [8]) Let G be a graph which has a perfect matching. Then an edge eof G is admissible if, and only if, there there is no barrier which contains both the ends ofe. The following theorem characterizes the maximal barriers of a matching covered graph.Theorem 2.5 (See [8]) Let G be a matching covered graph, and let � denote the binaryrelation on V where u � v if G � fu; vg has no perfect matching. Then, the relation � isan equivalence relation on V and the equivalence classes are precisely the maximal barriersof G.The partition of V into maximal barriers is called the canonical partition of G.A graph G is critical if, for any vertex v of G, the subgraph G�v has a perfect matching.The following theorem can be proved using Tutte's theorem.Theorem 2.6 Let G be a matching covered graph, and let B be a maximal barrier of G.Then all components of G�B are critical.A matching covered graph G is bicritical if, for any u; v 2 V , u 6= v, the graph G�fu; vghas a perfect matching. Equivalently, a matching covered graph G is bicritical if all itsmaximal barriers are singletons.2.4 Cuts and Cut-ContractionsLet G be a graph. Then, for any subset S of V , C = rG(S) (or simply C = r(S)) denotesthe (edge-) cut of G with S and S = V n S as its shores; in other words, r(S) is the setof all edges of G which have precisely one end in S. Then, the graph obtained from G bycontracting S to a single vertex s is denoted by GfS; sg and the graph obtained from G bycontracting S to a single vertex s is denoted by GfS; sg. We shall refer to these two graphsGfS; sg and GfS; sg as the C-contractions of G. If the names of the new vertices in the



On a Conjecture of Lov�asz Concerning Bricks 5C-contractions are irrelevant, we shall simply denote them by GfSg and GfSg. Observethat this notation is similar to the notation G[S] used for the subgraph of G induced by S;GfS; sg is the subgraph induced by S, together with a new vertex s such that each edge inrG(S) joins its end in S to the vertex s.A cut C is trivial if either of its shores is a singleton. A cut C is odd (even) if both itsshores have odd (even) cardinality. If V is even, then every cut C is either odd or even, andif C is odd (even), then jC \M j is odd (even) for every perfect matching M of G.2.5 Tight CutsLet G be a matching covered graph. Then, a cut C = r(S) is a tight cut of G if jC\M j = 1for every perfect matching M of G. The two C-contractions of a matching covered graphwith respect to a tight cut C are also matching covered. Thus, given any matching coveredgraph G, and a nontrivial tight cut C in G, we can obtain two smaller matching coveredgraphs G1 and G2 which are the two C-contractions of G with respect to C. Moreover,inferences can be made about properties of G based on the properties of G1 and G2. Forexample, a vector w is in the matching lattice of G if, and only if, the restrictions of w toE(G1) and E(G2) are in the matching lattices of G1 and G2, respectively.In any matching covered graph G, r(v) is a tight cut for any vertex v. All such cutsare trivial. A matching covered graph G may not have any nontrivial tight cuts. There aretwo types of tight cuts, known as barrier cuts, and 2-separation cuts which play importantroles in the subject. They are de�ned below:Barrier cuts: Let B be a nontrivial barrier of G and let H be a nontrivial component ofG � B. Then, r(V (H)) is a nontrivial tight cut of G. Such a cut is called a barrier cut.(See Figure 2(a).)Note that a bicritical graph cannot have a barrier cut.2-Separation cuts: By a 2-separation of G we mean a 2-vertex cut of G that is nota barrier. Let fu; vg be a 2-separation of G. Then, all components of G � fu; vg areeven. Write G as the union of G1 and G2 in the usual manner. Then r(V (G1) � u) andr(V (G1)� v) are both tight cuts in G. Such cuts are referred to as 2-separation cuts. (SeeFigure 2(b).)The two C-contractions of a bicritical graph G with respect to a 2-separation cut C ofG are both bicritical.A matching covered graph may have tight cuts which are not of the above two types.However, the following deep theorem shows the importance of the above types of tight cuts.Theorem 2.7 (See [5]) If a matching covered graph has a nontrivial tight cut, then iteither has a barrier cut or a 2-separation cut.



6 M. H. de Carvalho, C. L. Lucchesi and U. S. R. Murty
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(a) (b)Figure 2: Barrier cuts and 2-separations cuts:(a) A barrier cut r(V (H)) associated with a barrier B.(b) Two 2-separation cuts associated with a 2-separation fu; vg.2.6 Bricks and BracesA brick is a 3-connected bicritical graph. Using Tutte's theorem it can be shown that everycyclically 4-connected cubic graph is a brick. Bicritical graphs do not have any barrier cuts,3-connected graphs do not have 2-separation cuts. Thus, in view of the above theorem,bricks do not have nontrivial tight cuts.Let G be a bipartite matching covered graph with bipartition (A;B), and let (A1; A2)be a partition of A into nonempty sets A1, and A2, and (B1; B2) be a partition of B intononempty sets B1, and B2, such that jA1j = jB1j + 1, jB2j = jA2j + 1, and there are noedges of G linking B1 with A2. Then, the cut r(A1 [B1) is a nontrivial tight cut of G. Infact, every tight cut in a bipartite matching covered graph must be of this form.A bipartite matching covered graph G with bipartition (A;B) is called a brace if u1; u2are any two distinct vertices in A, and v1; v2 are any two distinct vertices in B, then thegraph G� fu1; u2; v1; v2g has a perfect matching. It can be shown that braces do not havenontrivial tight cuts.Theorem 2.8 (See [6]) A matching covered graph has no nontrivial tight cuts if, and onlyif, it is either a brick or a brace.2.7 UncrossingThe following theorem is an important tool in proving theorems concerning matching cov-ered graphsTheorem 2.9 (See [5]) Let G be a matching covered graph and let r(X) and r(Y ) betwo tight cuts such that jX \ Y j is odd. Then r(X \ Y ) and r(X \ Y ) are also tight.Furthermore, no edge connects X n Y to Y nX.



On a Conjecture of Lov�asz Concerning Bricks 7Two cuts r(X) and r(Y ) are said to cross if the four sets X \ Y , X n Y , Y n X andV n (X [ Y ) are all non-empty. The above theorem says that, given any pair of crossingtight cuts, one can `uncross' them and obtain two other tight cuts which do not cross. Thisuncrossing procedure is essential to many proofs in this theory.2.8 Tight Cut DecompositionLet G be a matching covered graph, and let C = r(X) be a nontrivial tight cut of G.Then, as already noted, the two C-contractions G1 and G2 of G are also matching covered.If either G1 or G2 has a nontrivial tight cut, we can take its cut-contractions, in the samemanner as above, and obtain smaller matching covered graphs. Thus, given any matchingcovered graph G, by repeatedly applying cut-contractions, we can obtain a list of graphswhich do not have nontrivial tight cuts (bricks and braces).Theorem 2.10 (See [6]) The results of any two applications of the tight cut decompositionprocedure on a matching covered graph G are the same list of bricks and braces except possiblyfor the multiplicities of edges.In particular, the numbers of bricks and braces resulting from a tight cut decompositionof a matching covered graph G is independent of the tight cut decomposition; we shall callthese the numbers of bricks and braces of G respectively. We shall let b(G) denote thenumber of bricks of G. The number of bricks of G whose underlying simple graphs arePetersen graphs is also an invariant of G; we shall denote it by p(G). The numbers b(G),and (b+ p)(G) = b(G) + p(G) play important roles in this paper.Note that b(G) = 0 if, and only if, G is bipartite, and b(G) = 1 if, and only if, for everytight cut C of G one of the C-contractions of G is bipartite and the other C-contraction hasexactly one brick. We shall refer to a matching covered graph G with b(G) = 1 as a near-brick. Many useful properties that bricks satisfy are quite often satis�ed more generally bynear-bricks. Furthermore, for proving theorems concerning bricks, it is often convenient toconsider the wider class of near-bricks.2.8.1 The monotonicity of b and b+ p.An edge e of a matching covered graph G is removable in G if G�e is also matching covered.The following simple theorem shows that the functions b and b + p are monotonic underdeletions of removable edges.Theorem 2.11 Let G be a matching covered graph, let e be a removable edge of G. Thenb(G� e) � b(G) and (b+ p)(G� e) � (b+ p)(G).Proof: By induction. It is easy to see that if G is bipartite, b(G � e) = b(G) = 0, and(b + p)(G � e) = (b + p)(G) = 0. Let us consider the case in which G is a brick. In thiscase, it is easy to see that G � e cannot be bipartite, and thus b(G � e) � 1 = b(G).This establishes the �rst inequality for bricks. To prove the second inequality for bricks,let us note that if either the underlying simple graph of G is not the Petersen graph, or



8 M. H. de Carvalho, C. L. Lucchesi and U. S. R. Murtyif the underlying simple graph of G is the Petersen graph and e is a multiple edge of G,p(G � e) � p(G), and therefore (b + p)(G � e) � (b + p)(G). On the other hand, if theunderlying simple graph of G is the Petersen graph, and e is not a multiple edge of G, it iseasy to see that b(G�e) = 2, and p(G�e) = 0, and therefore, (b+p)(G�e) = (b+p)(G) = 2.Thus, we may assume that G is neither a brace nor a brick. In this case, G has anontrivial tight cut, say C, and let G1 and G2 denote the two C-contractions of G. Clearly,G1 � e and G2 � e are the two (C � e)-contractions of G � e. Moreover, C � e is tight inG� e. By induction hypothesis,b(G� e) = b(G1 � e) + b(G2 � e) � b(G1) + b(G2) = b(G);(b+ p)(G� e) = (b+ p)(G1 � e) + (b+ p)(G2 � e) �(b+ p)(G1) + (b+ p)(G2) = (b+ p)(G);and the asserted inequalities hold.The following corollary can be deduced easily from the monotonicity of the function b.Corollary 2.12 If G is a near-brick, and e is an edge such that G+ e is matching covered,then G+ e is also a near-brick.2.9 Separating Cuts and their CharacteristicLet G be a matching covered graph. Cut C = r(S) is a separating cut of G if both theC-contractions of G are matching covered. A separating cut C is strictly separating if eachC-contraction of G is nonbipartite. The following lemma provides a useful characterizationof separating cuts in a matching covered graph.Lemma 2.13 Let G be a matching covered graph. A cut C of G is separating if, and onlyif, for each edge e of G, there exists a perfect matching that contains e and just one edge inC. Thus, tight cuts are separating cuts. But, in general, a separating cut need not be atight cut. For example, bricks do not have non-trivial tight cuts, but they may have non-trivial separating cuts. In case of bipartite graphs, however, every separating cut is a tightcut. This is a consequence of the following simple lemma.Lemma 2.14 Let S be a shore of a cut C in a graph G such that the subgraph G[S] ofG spanned by S has a bipartition, say, (A;B). Let CA and CB denote the set of edgesof C that have one end in A, or in B, respectively. For each perfect matching M of G,jM \CA j � jM \ CB j = jAj � jBj.It follows that if C := r(S) is separating and G[S] is bipartite, then GfSg is alsobipartite and C is tight. In particular, for bipartite matching covered graphs G with bi-partition (A;B), the tight cuts C are precisely those whose shores S satisfy the equalityjS \A j � jS \B j = �1 and all edges of C are incident to whichever of S \A or S \B isthe largest.Corollary 2.15 In a bipartite matching covered graph, a cut is tight if, and only if, it isseparating.



On a Conjecture of Lov�asz Concerning Bricks 92.9.1 The characteristic of a graphLet G be a matching covered graph. A cut C is good if it is separating but not tight. If itis necessary to indicate a perfect matching M of G that contains more than one edge in Cthen we say that C is M -good. By Lemma 2.14, we have the following consequences.Lemma 2.16 If a cut is good then it is strictly separating.Lemma 2.17 If G is a near-brick and C is a separating cut, then C is good if, and onlyif, it is strictly separating.The following result, although very elementary, plays an important role in the paper.Lemma 2.18 Let G be a brick, C a nontrivial separating cut of G, and e a removable edgeof G. If cut C � e is tight in G� e then C � e is strictly separating in G� e.Proof: Let H denote a C�contraction of G. Then, H is matching covered because C isa separating cut of G. Also H is nonbipartite because, if it were bipartite, C would be anontrivial tight cut of G which is not possible because G is a brick.By hypothesis, cut C � e is tight in G� e. Thus, H � e is matching covered. Since H ismatching covered and nonbipartite, H � e is also nonbipartite. Since this conclusion holdsfor each of the C-contractions H of G, cut C � e is indeed a strictly separating in G� e.We denote byMG the set of perfect matchings of G, or simply byM, if G is understood.For each odd cut C and each positive odd integer i, we de�ne Mi(C), and M�i(C) asfollows: Mi(C) := fM :M 2M; jM \ C j = ig;M� i(C) := fM :M 2M; jM \ C j � ig:For each separating cut C of G, the characteristic �(C) of C is de�ned as follows:�(C) := ( minfi > 1 :Mi(C) 6= ;g; if C is not tight1; otherwise:The characteristic �(G) of a matching covered graph G is de�ned as follows:�(G) := minf�(C) : C is separatingg:A matching covered graph G is solid if �(G) = 1. In other words, G is solid if, and onlyif, each of its separating cuts is tight. Bipartite braphs are solid. An important class ofnonbipartite solid bricks is de�ned below.A wheel is a simple graph obtained from a circuit by adding to it a new vertex andjoining that vertex to each vertex of the circuit; the circuit is called the rim, the new vertexthe hub and each edge joining the hub to the rim a spoke. The order of the wheel is thenumber of vertices of its rim; a wheel of order n is denoted Wn. A wheel is even or odd,according to the parity of n. Note that the hub of a wheel is uniquely identi�ed, except for



10 M. H. de Carvalho, C. L. Lucchesi and U. S. R. Murty

Figure 3: A solid graph that is neither bipartite nor an odd wheelW3, which is K4, the complete graph on four vertices: in that case, we may say that any ofits vertices is a hub. It is easy to see that every odd wheel is a solid brick.There do exist solid bricks other than bipartite graphs and odd wheels. An example ofsuch a brick is shown in Figure 3.The quantity �(G) plays a signi�cant role in this paper. It turns out that the onlysimple nonsolid brick of characteristic greater than three is the Petersen graph. This is apart of the statement of our main theorem and is an essential ingredient in its inductiveproof.The characteristic of a matching covered graph may be expressed as a function of thecharacteristics of its bricks and braces. For establishing this relationship, we need thefollowing theorem which may be regarded as a generalization of Theorem 2.9.Theorem 2.19 Let G be a matching covered graph, let C := r(X) be a separating cut andD := r(Y ) a tight cut such that X \ Y and X \ Y are both odd. Let I := r(X \ Y ), andU := r(X \ Y ). Then� no edge joins a vertex in X \ Y to a vertex in X \ Y ,� both I and U are separating, and� at least one of them has characteristic at most that of C.Proof: Let e be any edge of G, let M be a perfect matching of G that contains e and hasjust one edge in C. Since D is tight, M has just one edge in D also. It follows that e doesnot join a vertex in X \ Y to a vertex in Y \X . Moreover, each of the cuts I and U hasjust one edge in M . These conclusions hold for each edge e of G. It follows that each of Iand U is separating, and, for each perfect matching M of G,jM \ I j+ jM \ U j = jM \ C j+ jM \D j : (1)If C is tight then so too are I and U , and the assertions holds. If C is not tight then, forany perfect matching M such that jM \ C j = �(C), we have thatjM \ I j+ jM \ U) j = �(C) + 1;



On a Conjecture of Lov�asz Concerning Bricks 11whence at least one of I and U has characteristic at most �(C).The following corollary is an immediate consequence of the above theorem.Corollary 2.20 The characteristic of a matching covered graph G is the minimum of thecharacteristics of its bricks and braces.Equation (1) appears in various guises in many proofs in the later sections. Wheneverthere are cuts C; D; I; and U in a graph G, such that the Equation (1) is valid for allperfect matchings M of G, we say that modularity property holds for these cuts.2.9.2 The monotonicity of �(C).We conclude this section by establishing the monotonicity of the function �(C).Theorem 2.21 Let G be a matching covered graph, and let e be a removable edge of G.Then �(G� e) � �(G).Proof: If G � e is solid then the assertion holds trivially. Assume thus that G � e is notsolid. By de�nition of characteristic, this means that there exist in G � e separating cutsof characteristic �(G� e). In other words, the collection C of cuts of G de�ned to beC := fC : C � e is separating in G� e; �G�e(C � e) = �(G� e)gis nonempty. For each C 2 C, de�ne the index of C to be the smallest odd integer i(C) suchthat, for some perfect matching M of G, edge e lies in M and jM \ C j = i(C). We assertthat i(C) = 1 for some cut C in C.Let C be a cut in C with the smallest possible index, say i. Let M0 be any perfectmatching of G�e having exactly �(G�e) edges in C. Let Me denote a perfect matching ofG that contains edge e and such that the number of edges of Me in C is precisely its indexi. To prove that i = 1, assume the contrary. Clearly, edge e is thus inadmissible in someC-contraction of G, say G1 := GfX;xg. But cut C � e is separating in G� e. Thus, graphG1� e is matching covered. By Theorem 2.4, there exists a barrier B of G1 such that edgee is the only edge having both ends in B. Since graph G is matching covered, set B is nota barrier of G. Therefore, vertex x lies in B.Let K denote any component of G1�B, and let CK := rG(V (K)). (See Figure 4.) Foreach edge f of G� e, there exists a perfect matching Mf of G� e such that f 2 Mf andjMf \ C j = 1. A simple counting argument then shows that Mf has just one edge in CK .We conclude that CK is separating in G� e, for every component K of G1 �B.Again, a simple counting argument shows that for at least one component K of G1�B,the corresponding cut CK satis�es the inequality1 < jM0 \CK j � �(G� e):But cut CK is separating in G � e, therefore jM0 \ CK j = �(G � e). In other words, cutCK lies in C.
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Figure 4: Illustration for the proof of Theorem 2.21Clearly, the number of edges of Me in CK is at most i � 2. We conclude that cut CKnot only lies in C, but it also has index strictly smaller than that of C, a contradiction. Asasserted, the index of cut C is 1.Recall that cut C� e is separating in G� e. Since its index is 1, we conclude that cut Cis separating in G as well. Moreover, cut C has precisely �(G� e) edges in M0. Therefore,�(G� e) � �G(C) � �(G). As asserted, �(G� e) � �(G).3 The Main TheoremTo give a precise statement of our Main Theorem, and to give an outline of some of the mainthemes contained in our proof, we now introduce some useful terminology. Recall that anedge e of a matching covered graph G is removable in G if the graph G� e is also matchingcovered. A removable edge e of G is b-invariant if b(G � e) = b(G), and (b + p)-invariantif (b + p)(G � e) = (b + p)(G). A b-removable edge is an edge which is removable and b-invariant, and a (b+ p)-removable edge1 is an edge which is removable and (b+ p)-invariantIf G is bipartite, then any removable edge of G is both b-removable and (b + p)-removablein G. If G is a brick then a removable edge of G is b-removable in G if G� e is a near-brick.In the Petersen graph, every edge is removable, but no edge is b-removable; the deletion ofany edge results in a matching covered graph with two bricks. However, every edge of thePetersen graph is (b + p)-removable in it. If G is a brick other than the Petersen graph,then a removable edge e of G is (b+ p)-removable in G if b(G� e) = 1 and, up to multipleedges, the brick of G� e is not the Petersen graph. Clearly, if G is a simple brick di�erentfrom the Petersen graph, then any (b + p)-removable edge is also b-removable. If G is an1In [4] we prove the conjecture which says that the minimum possible number of double ears an eardecomposition of a matching covered graph G may have is b + p. We were led to the notion of a (b + p)-removable edge in our attempts to prove that conjecture.



On a Conjecture of Lov�asz Concerning Bricks 13odd wheel of order greater than three, then any spoke of G is (b + p)-removable, but noedge in its rim is even removable.We may now restate the main theorems as follows:Theorem 3.1 (Lov�asz-Vempala) Every brick di�erent from K4, C6, and the Petersengraph has a b-removable edge.Theorem 3.2 Every brick di�erent from K4 and C6 has a (b+ p)-removable edge.The �rst theorem above provides an answer to Conjecture 1, and the second theoremprovides an answer to Conjecture 2. It turns out that, in fact, the two theorems areequivalent. In our e�orts to �nd an inductive proof of Conjecture 2, we have found itconvenient to prove the following apparently more general theorem which incorporates theproperty of the Petersen graph mentioned in the introduction.Theorem 3.3 (The Main Theorem) Let G be any brick di�erent from K4 and C6. ThenG has a (b + p)-removable edge. Furthermore, if G is nonsolid, and its characteristic isgreater than three, then the underlying simple graph of G is the Petersen graph.For clarity and future reference, we note that for nonsolid simple bricks, the abovestatement reduces to the following:Theorem 3.4 If G is any nonsolid simple brick di�erent from C6, then� either �(G) = 3 and G has a (b+ p)-removable edge� or G is the Petersen graph (and each of its edges is (b+ p)-removable).Our approach is to prove the above theorem by induction on jV (G)j+ jE(G)j, and hasmany features in common with Lov�asz's proof of his main lemma in [6]. In order to provethe theorem by induction, we must �nd ways of obtaining from a given brick a smallerbrick to which the induction hypothesis could be applied. Thus, it is natural to considerremovable edges in Bricks.The two small bricks K4 and C6 do not have removable edges. Using the theory of eardecompositions of matching covered graphs, Lov�asz proved the following theorem.Theorem 3.5 (See [6] and [3]) If G is any brick di�erent from K4 and C6, then G hasa removable edge.He used the above fact as a crucial tool for induction in his proof of the main lemma in[6]. However, that lemma was (as our main theorem is) a statement about bricks. So, theabove theorem was inadequate for proving his lemma because a removable edge in a brickneed not be a b-removable edge. In fact, the Petersen graph has no b-removable edges.To circumvent the above di�culty, Lov�asz needed to �nd other means of breaking up abrick into smaller matching covered graphs. This led him to the notion of separating cutsintroduced in the last section. (Lov�asz did not use this term `separating cut'.) Large part



14 M. H. de Carvalho, C. L. Lucchesi and U. S. R. Murtyof this work consists of establishing the existence of suitable separating cuts in bricks. Abrief general outline of our proof is given below.In section 4, we derive necessary and su�cient conditions for a removable edge e in abrick G to be b-removable. A barrier B in a matching covered graph G is special if G�Bhas precisely one nontrivial odd component. We show that a necessary condition for aremovable edge e in a brick G to be b-removable is that every barrier in G� e is special. Agood cut C of a matching covered graph G is a robust cut if the two C-contractions of Gare near-bricks. We show that the existence of a robust cut in G is a su�cient condition forG to be a near-brick. Thus, if G is a brick, and e is a removable edge of G, then a su�cientcondition for e to be b-removable in G is that G� e has a robust cut.Using the above conditions, we show, in section 5, that if e is a b-removable edge in abrick G, then either e is itself (b + p)-removable in G, or there is another edge f which is(b+p)-removable in G and, furthermore, that G has a separating cut of characteristic three(Theorem 5.4). A consequence of this theorem is that Conjecture 1 implies Conjecture 2.Another consequence is that in a solid brick, every b-removable edge is also (b+p)-removable.Every nonsolid brick G, by de�nition, has good cuts; in fact has good cuts whosechracteristic is equal to that of G. Let G be a brick of G and let e be a removable edge ofG. In section 6, we show that if e is not b-removable, then G has good cuts of characteristicthree or �ve (Theorem 6.4). It follows from this that in a solid brick, every removable edgeis also b-removable (hence, from the discussion above, is also (b+ p)-removable). Thus, weneed only consider bricks which are not solid.Although nonsolid bricks have good cuts, it is not at all obvious that such bricks haverobust cuts. Section 7 is devoted to proving the existence and properties of robust cuts innonsolid bricks. Suppose that G is a nonsolid brick di�erent from K4 and C6, and supposethat it has a removable edge e which is not b-removable. Then, as noted above, G has goodcuts of characteristic three or �ve. We deduce from this that G has a robust cut C with�(C) = �(G) (Corollary 7.5).In section 8, we present a proof of the Main Theorem by induction on jV (G)j+ jE(G)j.It is easy to apply induction if G either has multiple edges or is solid. We deal with nonsolidsimple bricks by means of the following lemma.Lemma 3.6 (The Main Lemma) Let G be any nonsolid simple brick di�erent from C6.Suppose that G satis�es the following conditions:(I) If G0 is any brick with jV (G0)j+jE(G0)j < jV (G)j+jE(G)j, then G0 satis�es the statementof the Theorem 3.3, and(II) Either �(G) > 3 or G has no b-removable edges2.Then G is the Petersen graph.2If a brick has no (b+p)-removable edges, then it cannot have any b-removable edges either. This followsfrom Theorem 5.4. So, the hypothesis (II) is implied by the statement that \either �(G) > 3 or G has no(b+ p)-removable edges."



On a Conjecture of Lov�asz Concerning Bricks 15The starting point for our proof of the Main Lemma is the observation that, since Gis not solid, G has robust cuts of characteristic three or �ve, by Corollary 7.5. For sucha robust cut C = r(X) of G, let G1 = GfX;xg and G2 = GfX;xg denote the two C-contractions of G. We �rst show that G has a robust cut C of characteristic �(G) such thatG1 is an odd wheel with hub x (up to multiple edges incident with the hub) and that G2 issimple brick di�erent from K4, C6, and the Petersen graph. By the induction hypothesis,G2 has b-removable edges. If there is a b-removable edge e of G2 which is also b-removable inG, then we deduce that �(G) = 3 and that G has a b-removable edge; which is not possibleby the second hypothesis. From all this information we show that both G1 and G2 mustbe 5-wheels and that G must be a graph obtained by splicing these two 5-wheels at theirhubs, and �nally that G must in fact the Petersen graph.4 Necessary and Su�cient Conditions for b-RemovabilityIn this section, we establish necessary and su�cient conditions for a removable edge e in abrick G to be b-removable.4.1 Special BarriersA barrier B of a matching covered graph H is special if H�B has exactly one nontrivial oddcomponent. Using this notion, we shall now establish a necessary condition for a removableedge e in a brick G to be b-removable in G.Theorem 4.1 Let G be a brick, and let e be a b-removable edge in G. Then, every barrierB of G� e is special.Proof: Let B be any barrier of G� e. Since e is b-removable in G, b(G� e) = 1. Therefore,G�e�B has exactly one nonbipartite odd component, say K. Let L be any odd componentof G � e � B di�erent from K. We claim that the cut r(V (L)) is a separating cut of G.Clearly the cut r(V (L))� e is a tight cut of G� e. Thus, if f is any edge of G� e, thereis a perfect matching of G � e containing f and having exactly one edge in r(V (L)). Toshow that there is a perfect matching of G containing e and having exactly one edge inr(V (L)), consider the cut r(V (K)). Since G is a brick, r(V (K)) is not tight in G. Let Mbe any perfect matching such that jr(V (K)) \M j � 3. Then, an easy counting argumentshows that we must in fact have e 2 M , jr(V (K)) \M j = 3, and jr(V (K 0)) \M j = 1,for any odd component K 0 of G � e � B di�erent from r(V (K)). In particular, e 2 Mand jr(V (L)) \M j = 1. Thus r(V (L)) is a separating cut in the brick G. One of itsshores is V (G) n V (L) which is nontrivial. The other shore is V (L). If jV (L)j > 1, and L isbipartite, then r(V (L)) would be a nontrivial tight cut of G. This is not possible becauseG is a brick. So, L is either nonbipartite or trivial. But, as already noted, K is the onlynonbipartite component of G� e�B. Thus every odd component L of G� e�B di�erentfrom K is trivial. It follows that B is a special barrier of G� e.Remark: The above necessary condition for b-removability of e is not su�cient. Forexample, if G is the Petersen graph, and e is any edge of G, then e is removable and every



16 M. H. de Carvalho, C. L. Lucchesi and U. S. R. Murtybarrier of G� e is special. However, e is not b-removable in G. In fact, the Petersen graphhas no b-removable edges.4.2 The Subadditivity of Function b(G)The following inequality relates the number of bricks of a matching covered graph G withnumbers of bricks in the cut-contractions of G with respect to a separating cut of G.Theorem 4.2 (Subadditivity of function b(G)) Let G be a matching covered graph.Let C := r(X) be a separating cut of G, and let G1 = GfXg, and G2 = GfXg be thetwo C-contractions of G. Then b(G) � b(G1) + b(G2);with equality if, and only if, C is a tight cut.Proof: If C is a tight cut of G, then, clearly, equality holds. Suppose that C is not a tightcut of G. We shall prove the desired inequality by induction on jV j.Firstly observe that if either G1 or G2 is bipartite, then C is a tight cut. We maytherefore assume that b(G1) � 1 and b(G2) � 1. Now, if G is free of nontrivial tight cutsthen the desired inequality is satis�ed. Therefore we may assume that G has a nontrivialtight cut, say D = r(Y ). Let H1 = GfY g and H2 = GfY g denote the two D-contractionsof G.Adjust notation, by interchanging Y with Y if necessary, so that jX \ Y j is odd. LetI := r(X \ Y ) and U := r(X \ Y ). By Theorem 2.19, each of I and U is separating in G;moreover, no edge joins a vertex of X \ Y to a vertex of X \ Y . Therefore, for any perfectmatching M of G, jM \ I j+ jM \ U j = jM \ C j+ jM \D j :But, as D is a tight cut, we in fact havejM \ I j+ jM \ U j = jM \ C j+ 1: (2)Let G11 := GfX \Y g. Observe that G11 is one of the I-contractions of G1. Let G12 denotethe other I-contraction of G1. Similarly, let G22 := GfX \ Y g. Observe that G22 is oneof the U -contractions of G2. Let G21 denote the other U -contraction of G2. Thus, G11and G12 are the I-contractions of G1; similarly, G22 and G21 are the U -contractions of G2.Note also that G11 and G21 are the I-contractions of H1; similarly, G12 and G22 are theU -contractions of H2.We then have b(G) = b(H1) + b(H2); (3)b(H1) � b(G11) + b(G21); (4)b(H2) � b(G12) + b(G22); (5)b(G11) + b(G12) = b(G1); (6)b(G21) + b(G22) = b(G2); (7)



On a Conjecture of Lov�asz Concerning Bricks 17The validity of (3) follows from the fact that D is tight in G. Since cut I is separatingin G and D is tight in G, it follows that I is separating in H1. Likewise, cut U is separatingin H2. The validity of (4) and of (5) follows from the inductive hypothesis; moreover, sincecut C is not tight in G, equation (2) implies that either I is not tight in H1 or U is not tightin H2. Therefore at least one of the inequalities (4) and (5) is strict. Finally, equation (2)implies that I is tight in G1 and U is tight in G2, which establishes the validity of (6) andof (7).Adding up inequalities (3)-(7), and simplifying, yields the asserted (strict) inequality.The subadditivity of b suggests that if one could �nd a separating but not tight cut C ofa near-brick such that both C-contractions are near-bricks, then C would be a certi�cate tothe e�ect that G is a near-brick. This is indeed how we often certify the property of beinga near-brick.Let G be a matching covered graph. For a perfect matching M of G, we say that anodd cut C of G is M -robust in G if C is M -good and each of the C-contractions of G isa near-brick. If it is not necessary to identify the perfect matching M we simply say thatC is robust in G. The following important theorem is an immediate consequence of thesubadditivity property proved above.Theorem 4.3 If a matching covered graph has a robust cut then it is a near-brick.Using the above theorem, we can now derive a su�cient condition for b-removability ofa removable edge in a brick.Corollary 4.4 Let G be a brick, and let e be a removable edge of G. Then, the existenceof a robust cut in G� e is a su�cient condition for e to be b-removable in G.Suppose that e is a removable edge of a brick G, and C is a separating cut of G� e. Ifthere is a perfect matching M of G� e such that jM \ (C � e)j > 1, then C � e would bean M -robust cut of G� e implying that e is b-removable in G. This is often the approachwe use for establishingb-removability of edges in bricks.Remark: The su�cient condition derived in Corollary 4.4 is not necessary. For exampleif G is a brick such that G� e is a solid brick, then although e is b-removable in G, G� ehas no robust cuts.5 Conjecture 1 implies Conjecture 2In this section, we use the conditions derived in the previous section to show that Conjecture1 implies Conjecture 2. For this purpose, the Three Case Lemma proved below is crucial. Ife is a b-removable edge in a brick G, and H is the unique brick of G� e, it says that H canbe obtained from G� e by at most two (zero, one, or two) cut-contractions with respect tobarrier cuts associated with special barriers of G.



18 M. H. de Carvalho, C. L. Lucchesi and U. S. R. Murty5.1 The Three Case LemmaFor any barrier B of a matching covered graph G, we shall denote by IG(B), or by simplyI(B), if G is understood, the set of isolated vertices of G � B. Thus, if B is special, thatis, if G � B has just one nontrivial component, then jI(B)j = jBj � 1. Before stating andproving the Three Case Lemma, we prove an auxiliary lemma applicable to all matchingcovered graphs in which every barrier is special.Lemma 5.1 Let G be a matching covered graph. If every barrier of G is special thenthere exists a (possibly empty) collection B of nontrivial (special) barriers of G such thatfor any two distinct barriers B0 and B00 in B, the sets B0 [ I(B0) and B00 [ I(B00) aredisjoint. Moreover, the graph obtained from G by contracting, for each barrier B 2 B, theset B [ I(B) to a single vertex, is bicritical. (See Figue 5.)
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Figure 5: Illustration for Lemma 5.1Proof: By induction on jV (G)j. If G is bicritical then the assertion holds trivially, withB the empty set. Note that G cannot be bipartite, because if G were bipartite, then one ofthe parts of the biparttion of G would be a barrier which is not special.So, let us assume that G is not bicritical. In this case, it has nontrivial barriers. Let B0denote any maximal nontrivial barrier of G. By hypothesis, B0 is special. Let K denotethe only nontrivial component of G � B0, and let C := r(V (K)). Let G0 = GfV (K); v0gand G00 = GfV (K)g denote the two C-contractions of G. Clearly, C is a tight cut of G andG00 is bipartite. Thus, G0 must be nonbipartite; otherwise, G would itself be bipartite.



On a Conjecture of Lov�asz Concerning Bricks 19We shall now show that G0 satis�es the properties which allow us to apply induction.Towards this end, let B denote any barrier of G0. We claim that B satis�es the followingproperties:� If vertex v0 lies in B, then B = fv0g.� If v0 does not lie in B, then B is a special barrier of both G0 and G, and IG0(B) =IG(B).Consider �rst the case in which vertex v0 lies in B. Then clearly, set B0 [ (B � v0) is abarrier of G. By the maximality of B0, it follows that B = fv0g. Now suppose that v0 doesnot lie in B. In this case, set B is clearly a barrier of G. Let L0 denote the component ofG0�B that contains vertex v0, and let L := G[B0 [ I(B0) [ (V (L0)� v0) ]. Clearly, jV (L)jis odd, and L is nontrivial. Also, L must be an odd component of G�B; otherwise, eitherCodd(G�B) > jBj or Codd(G�B) = jBj and Ceven(G�B) > 1, both of which are impossiblebecause G is matching covered. Since, by hypothesis, all barriers of G are special, it followsthat all components of G�B other than L are trivial. But these components of G�B arethe same as the componets of G0 �B distinct from L0. So, all components of G0 �B otherthan L0 are trivial. Now, if L0 were also trivial, G would be bipartite. This, as noted is notpossible. It follows that L0 is the only nontrivial component of G0 �B. Therefore, set B isa special barrier of G0 and IG0(B) = IG(B).By the induction hypothesis, applied to G0, there exists a collection B0 of nontrivialbarriers of G0 satisfying the desired properties relative to G0. Let B := B0 [ fB0g . Weassert that B has the desired properties.Clearly, B is a collection of nontrivial barriers of G. Let B and B0 denote two distinctbarriers in B. We wish to prove that B [ I(B) and B0 [ I(B0) are disjoint. First supposethat one of B and B0 is the barrier B0. Adjust notation so that B0 = B0. Then, as notedabove, the vertex v0 of G0 lies in the unique nontrivial component of G0�B, and so, the twosets indicated above are disjoint. Now suppose that both B and B0 are in B0. By inductionhypothesis, sets B [ IG0(B) and B0 [ IG0(B0) are disjoint. But these two sets are equal,respectively, to B [ I(B) and B0 [ I(B0) . Therefore B [ I(B) and B0 [ I(B0) are disjointfor any two distinct barriers B and B0 in B.Finally, let H be the graph obtained from G0 by contracting, for each barrier B in B0,the set B [ I(B) to a single vertex. By induction hypothesis, graph H is bicritical. Butv0, the vertex resulting from the contraction of B0 [ I(B0) is a vertex of H. So, H is thesame as the graph obtained from G by contracting, for each B in B B [ I(B) to a singlevertex. We conclude that B has all the asserted properties.In the remaining part of this section, we shall write, for brevity, I1 for I(B1), and I2 forI(B2).Lemma 5.2 (The Three Case Lemma) Let G be a bicritical matching covered graph,let e be a removable edge of G. If every barrier of G� e is special then:(i) either graph G� e is bicritical,



20 M. H. de Carvalho, C. L. Lucchesi and U. S. R. Murty(ii) or graph G � e has a nontrivial (special) barrier, B1, such that the graph obtainedfrom G � e by contracting B1 [ I1 to a single vertex is bicritical, and edge e has atleast one end in I1,(iii) or graph G�e has two nontrivial (special) barriers, B1 and B2, such that sets B1 [ I1and B2 [ I2 are disjoint, and the graph obtained from G � e by contracting each ofthe sets B1 [ I1 and B2 [ I2 to single vertices is bicritical, and edge e has one end inI1, the other in I2.Proof: Since edge e is removable in G, graph G�e is matching covered. By Theorem 5.1,there exists a collection B of nontrivial (special) barriers of G � e such that for any twobarriersB1 and B2 in B, sets B1 [ I1 and B2 [ I2 are disjoint. Moreover,the graph obtainedfrom G� e by contracting, for each barrier B in B, the set B [ I(B) to a single vertex, isbicritical.It now su�ces to show that B contains at most two barriers and also that edge e has atleast one end in I(B), for each B 2 B. By hypothesis, graph G is bicritical and matchingcovered, therefore free of nontrivial barriers. Each barrier B of B is nontrivial, thereforeedge e has its ends in distinct components of G�e�B. By hypothesis, barrier B is special.We conclude that edge e has at least one end in I(B). Since that conclusion holds for everybarrier B in B, we deduce that B contains at most two barriers.If G is a brick, and e is a b-removable edge of G, then by Theorem 4.1, every barrierof G� e is special. The following corollary is the approriate form in which the Three CaseLemma �nds its use in proving the important theorem of this section.Corollary 5.3 Let e be a b-removable edge of a brick G, and let H be the brick of G� e.Then,� either G� e = H,� or there is a nontrivial special barrier B1 of G� e such that the graph obtained fromG� e by contracting B1 [ I1 to a single vertex v1 is H,� or there are two nontrivial special barriers B1 and B2 of G� e such that sets B1 [ I1and B2 [ I2 are disjoint, and the graph obtained from G� e by contracting these twosets to single vertices v1 and v2, respectively, is H.Proof: Since e is a b-removable edge of G, b(G � e) = 1. The Corollary follows from theThree Case Lemma, and the observation that any bicritical graph with one brick must infact be a brick itself.5.2 (b+ p)-Removable EdgesA graph G is P3-transitive if, for every pair of paths (u1; u2; u3; u4) and (u01; u02; u03; u04) oflength three in G, there exists an automorphism � of G such that �(ui) = u0i, for 1 � i � 4.It is well known that the Petersen graph has diameter two and is P3-transitive (see [9]).



On a Conjecture of Lov�asz Concerning Bricks 21Theorem 5.4 Let G be a brick, let e be a b-removable edge of G. If edge e is not (b+ p)-removable then� G has (b+ p)-removable edges (in fact has at least two nonadjacent (b+ p)-removableedges), and� G has characteristic three.Proof: By hypothesis, edge e is b-removable in G. Therefore, G � e is a near-brick. Wenote that the underlying simple graph of the brick of G � e must be the Petersen graph.Otherwise, e is (b+p)-removable. This is not possible by the hypothesis. We also note thatthe underlying simple graph of G itself cannot be the Petersen graph. Because, if this werethe case, e must be a multiple edge in order for it to be b-removable. But then, e is bothb-removable and (b+ p)-removable, which is precluded by the hypothesis.In the remaining part of the proof, for clarity and brevity of expression, we shall referto a brick whose underlying simple graph is the Petersen graph, as simply the Petersengraph. Similarly, we shall refer to a brick whose underlying simple graph is an odd wheel,as simply an odd wheel.Since e is a b-removable edge of G, then by Theorem 4.1, every barrier of G � e isspecial. And so, by Corollary 5.3 to the Three Case Lemma, our task reduces to examiningthe following three main cases, and the indicated subcases:Case 1: G� e is the Petersen graph. (See Figure 6)Case 2: G � e has a nontrivial barrier B1 such that the graph obtained from G � e bycontracting B1 [ I1 to a single vertex v1 is the Petersen graph.In this case, the edge e has at least one end in I1. Let w1 denote one end of e in I1,and let w2 denote the other end of e. We need to consider the following three subcasesdepending on where w2 is:(a): w2 is in I1,(b): w2 is in the Petersen graph, and is adjacent to v1, and(c): w2 is in the Petersen graph, and is at distance two from v1.Taking into account the fact the Petersen graph is of diameter two, and is P3-transitive,Case 2 reduces to examining the three subcases depicted in Figure 7.Case 3: G � e has two nontrivial special barriers B1 and B2 such that sets B1 [ I1 andB2 [ I2 are disjoint, and the graph obtained from G � e by contracting these two sets tosingle vertices, v1 and v2, respectively, is the Petersen graph.In this case, the edge e has one end in I1 and one end in I2. However, there are twosubcases depending on whether or not v1 and v2 are adjacent in the Petersen graph:(a): v1 and v2 are not adjacent in the Petersen graph, and(b): v1 and v2 are adjacent in the Petersen graph.Taking into account the fact the Petersen graph is of diameter two, and is P3-transitive,Case 3 reduces to examining the two subcases depicted in Figure 8.



22 M. H. de Carvalho, C. L. Lucchesi and U. S. R. MurtyWe now proceed to examine the cases indicated above. Before dealing with the individualcases, we describe the general idea that is common to the proof of the Theorem in all cases.To follow this general description, the reader might �nd it helpful to refer to the �gures andthe two simple special Cases 1 and 2a.The starting point in all cases is the observation that, without loss of generality, we mayassume that the vertices are labelled as shown in the �gures. In each case we �nd a perfectmatching of Me of G, a Perfect matching Ne of G, and a cut C = r(X), such that(i) e 2Me, and jMe \Cj = 1, and(ii) e 2 Ne and jNe \ Cj = 3.In fact, notation may be adjusted so that, in all cases, X = f000; 100; 200; 300; 400g, and thereare perfect matchings Me and Ne satisfying the above properties.Let G1 = GfX;xg, and G2 = fX;xg denote the two C-contractions of G. Clearly G1is an odd wheel of order �ve, and G2 � e is a matching covered graph with an odd wheelof order �ve as its only brick. (We shall denote this brick of G2 � e by W .) Thus, C is aseparating cut of G � e. The existence of matching Me satisfying property (i) shows thatC is also a separating cut of G, and the existence of matching Ne satisfying property (ii)shows that �(C) = 3.In the underlying simple graph of G, jC n Nej = 2. The two edges, say f1 and f2, ofC n Ne are nonadjacent, and in Cases 2 and 3, they are not incident with the barriers B1and B2. We shall show that f1 and f2 are (b+p)-removable in G. Consider �rst the edge f1.This edge f1 is a spoke of the 5-wheel G1, and of the 5-wheel W , the unique brick of G2�e.Thus, f1 is b-removable in both G1 � e = G1 and G2 � e, and so G � e � f1 is matchingcovered, and C�f1 is a robust cut of G�e�f1. Now, the existence of the perfect matchingMe shows that both G1�f1 and G2�f1 are matching covered. By Corollary 2.12 it followsthat both G1�f1 and G2�f1 are near-bricks. And so, C�f1 is a separating cut of G�f1.Since f1 does not lie in Ne, C � f1 is not tight in G � f1. Thus, by subadditivity, f1 isb-removable in G. Finally, since �(C � f1) = 3, the brick of G� f1 cannot be the Petersengraph. Thus f1 is a (b + p)-removable edge of G. Similarly, f2 is also a (b + p)-removableedge of G.Thus, in each case, our task is to �nd the matchingsMe and Ne satisfying the propertiesdescribed above. We give the details in a few typical cases, and sketch the procedure for�nding these matchings in the other cases. In our �gures, edges ofMe that can be explicitlyshown are indicated by solid lines, and thoses of Ne are indicated by dashed lines.Case 1: Me = fe; (00; 000); (100; 200); (300; 400); (20; 30)g;Ne = fe; (00; 000); (30; 100); (20; 400); (200; 300)g;X = f000; 100; 200; 300; 400g; C = r(X);and
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f1 = (10; 200); and f2 = (40; 300):
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(b) (c)(a) Figure 7: Case 2.Case 2a: LetM denote any perfect matching of G that contains edge e. A simple countingargument shows that the vertices of I1 n fw1; w2g are matched with jB1j � 3 vertices of B1and the remaining three vertices of B1 are matched with vertices 10; 000; 40, respectively. Weconclude that M includes a perfect matching, say M1, of graph G[B1 [ I1 [ f10; 000; 40g ],



24 M. H. de Carvalho, C. L. Lucchesi and U. S. R. Murtythat contains edge e. Now, we de�ne Me and Ne as follows:Me = M1 [ f(20; 30); (100; 200); (300; 400)g ;Ne = M1 [ f(20; 400); (30; 100); (200; 300)g :Case 2b: LetM denote any perfect matching of G that contains edge e. A simple countingargument shows that the vertices of I1 n fw1g are matched with jB1j � 2 vertices of B1 andthe remaining two vertices are matched with vertices 000 and 40, respectively. We concludethatM includes a perfect matching, sayM1, of graph G[B1 [ I1 [ f10; 000; 40g ] that containsedge e. Now, we de�ne Me, Ne as follows:Me = M1 [ f(20; 30); (100; 200); (300; 400)gand Ne = M1 [ f(20; 400); (30; 100); (200; 300)g :Case 2c: Graph G� fw1; 000g has a perfect matching. A simple counting argument showsthat the vertices of I1 nfw1g are matched with jB1j�2 vertices of B1 and the remaining twovertices of B1 are matched with vertices 10 and 40. We conclude that M includes a perfectmatching, say M1, of graph G[B1 [ I1 [ f10; 20; 40g ] that contains edge e. We de�ne Me asfollows: Me = M1 [ f(30; 100); (200; 300); (400; 000)gGraph G � fw1; 10g has a perfect matching. A simple counting argument shows thatthe vertices of I1 n fw1g are matched with jB1j � 2 vertices of B1 and the remaining twovertices of B1 are matched with vertices 000 and 40. We conclude that M includes a perfectmatching, say M2, of graph G[B1 [ I1 [ f000; 20; 40g ] that contains edge e. We de�ne Ne asfollows: Ne = M2 [ f(10; 200); (30; 100); (300; 400)g :(Note that, in this case f1 and f2 are (20; 400) and (40; 300).)Case 3a: Every perfect matching of graph G � fw1; 200g pairs two vertices of B1 withvertices 00 and 20. Therefore, graph G[B1 [ I1 [ f00; 20; w2g ] has a perfect matching, say,M1. Similarly, graph G[B1 [ I1 [ f00; 200; w2g ] has a perfect matching, say, M2. Finally,graph G[B2 [ I2 [ f30; 300; w1g ] has a perfect matching, say M3. Each of M1, M2 and M3contains edge e. We de�ne Me and Ne as follows:Me = M1 [ M3 [ f(100; 200); (400; 000)g ;and Ne = M2 [ M3 [ f(20; 400); (000; 100)g :Case 3b: Of all the cases, this is perhaps the most di�cult. So, we give more details.The following lemma is useful for establishing the existence of the required type of perfectmatchings.
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(a) (b)Figure 8: Case 3.Lemma 5.5 Graph H := G[ B1 [ I1 [ B2 [ I2 [ f10; 400; 100; 40g ] has a perfect matching.Proof: The graph obtained from G by removing any two vertices of B2 has a perfect match-ing. That perfect matching necessarily contains edge e and matches the remaining jB2j � 2vertices of B2 to the vertices of I2 n fw2g. Therefore, the vertices of I1 n fw1g are matchedwith jB1j � 2 vertices of B1. The remaining two vertices of B1 are matched with 10 and400. Restriction of this matching to the edges of G[B1 [ I1 [ fw2; 10; 400g ] yields a perfectmatching, say M 01, for that graph. Moreover, M 01 contains edge e. By symmetry, graphG[B2 [ I2 [ fw1; 100; 40g ] also has a perfect matching, say M 001 , that contains edge e. ThenM1 =M 01 [M 002 is a perfect matching of H.Let x01 and x001 denote distinct vertices of B1 that are adjacent to vertices 10 and 400,respectively. Similarly, let x02 and x002 denote distinct vertices of B2 that are adjacent tovertices 40 and 100, respectively.By the hypothesis of the case, vertices v1 and v2 are adjacent. Let f denote an edge ofG that has one end in B1 and the other in B2. Let y1 and y2 denote the ends of f in B1and in B2, respectively.By the P3-transitivity of the Petersen graph, we may assume that y1 and x01 are distinctand y2 and x02 are also distinct: if necessary, exchange 10 with 400 or 40 with 100 (or both),preserving v1 and v2 as �xed points. Let X := f000; 100; 200; 300; 400g, C := r(X). Clearly, cutC is separating in G� e.Now the technique is similar to that used in the previous cases. Graph G �fx01; y1g has a perfect matching. That perfect matching necessarily contains edge e



26 M. H. de Carvalho, C. L. Lucchesi and U. S. R. Murtyand matches the vertices of B1 n fx01; y1g to the vertices of I1 n fw1g. It follows thatgraph G[B1 [ I1 [ fw2; y2; 10g ] has a perfect matching, say M 02, that contains edges eand f . Likewise, graph G[B2 [ I2 [ fw1; y1; 40g ] has a perfect matching, say M 002 , thatcontains edges e and f . Then M2 = M 02 [ M 002 is a perfect matching of the graphG[ B1 [ I1 [ B2 [ I2 [ f10; 40g ] that contains edges e and f . Now, de�ne perfect matchingsMe and Ne of G as follows:Me =M2 [ f(00; 000); (100; 200); (300; 400)g;and Ne =M1 [ f(00; 000); (200; 300)g:The perfect matching Me (solid lines in Figure 8) has the property that jMe \ Cj = 1,and shows that C is a separating cut of G. And Ne (dashed lines in Figure 8) has theproperty that jNe \ Cj = 3, and shows that �(G) = 3.Consider the edges f1 = (10; 200), and f2 = (40; 300). These edges are in C, and are notincident with the barriers B1 and B2 of G� e. Both these edges f1 and f2 are easily seento be b-removable in G1 � e = G1 and in G2 � e. Also neither Me nor Ne contains eitherof these edges. The perfect matching Me shows that f1 and f2 are removable in G1 and inG2, and Ne is a robust cut of chracteristic three in both G� f1 and G� f2. It follows thatf1 and f2 are both (b+ p)-removable in G.The following important corollaries are obvious consequences of the above Theorem.Corollary 5.6 Conjecture 1 implies Conjecture 2.Corollary 5.7 In a solid brick, every b-removable edge is also (b+ p)-removable.Note that the second Corollary may also be deduced directly from the monotonicity ofthe function �(G).6 Good CutsIn this section, we study the structure of bricks which have removable edges that are notb-removable. In particular, we establish that every such brick has good cuts. This is animportant �rst step towards establishing the existence of robust cuts crucial for our inductiveproof of the Main Theorem.6.1 Non-b-removable Edges and Good CutsLet G be a matching covered graph. Two odd cuts C and D of G are said to be matching-equivalent if, for every perfect matching M of G, jM \ C j = jM \D j. The followinglemma, which can be proved using a simple counting argument, demonstrates the mannerin which matching-equivalent cuts often manifest themselves.



On a Conjecture of Lov�asz Concerning Bricks 27Lemma 6.1 Let G be a matching covered graph, and let C = r(S) and D = r(T ) denotetwo odd cuts of G. Suppose that by contracting S to a single vertex s and contracting T toa single vertex t, we obtain a bipartite graph H. If s and t belong to di�erent parts of thebipartition of H, then C and D are matching-equivalent in G.The following lemma demonstrates a situation which gives rise to good cuts in brickswhich are not matching-equivalent.Lemma 6.2 Let C and D be two distinct nontrivial odd cuts of a brick G, let e denote aremovable edge of G. Assume that, for every perfect matching M of G,jM \ C j+ jM \D j � 2 + 2 j feg \M j : (8)Then cuts C and D are both good, not matching-equivalent and of characteristic 3. More-over, each of C � e and D � e is tight in G� e.Proof: Let M denote any perfect matching of G � e. Thus M is a perfect matching of Gthat does not contain edge e. Cuts C and D are both odd. Thus, by (8), perfect matchingM has just one edge in each of C and D. We conclude that cuts C � e and D� e are bothtight in G� e.By hypothesis, cuts C and D are both nontrivial, and G is a brick. Thus, neither C norD is tight in G. Let MC and MD be two perfect matchings of G such that jMC \ C j > 1and jMD \D j > 1. By (8), edge e lies in both MC and MD. Moreover,jMC \C j = 3; jMC \D j = 1; jMD \D j = 3 and jMD \ C j = 1:We conclude that each of C and D is a good cut of characteristic 3 of G. Moreover, thetwo cuts are not matching-equivalent.Lemma 6.3 Let G be a brick, e a removable edge of G, B a nonspecial barrier of G�e. LetKC and KD denote two nontrivial components of G� e�B. Then cuts C := rG(V (KC))and D := rG(V (KD)) satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 6.2.Proof: Graph G is a brick and set B is a nontrivial barrier of G� e. Therefore, edge e hasits ends in distinct components of G� e �B. A simple counting argument shows that forevery perfect matching M of G,jM \ C j+ jM \D j � 2 + 2 j feg \M j :Theorem 6.4 Let G be a brick, let e be a removable edge of G. If edge e is not b-removablethen G has two good cuts, C and D, each of which has characteristic at most 5. Moreover,cuts C and D are not matching-equivalent and each of C � e and D � e is tight in G� e.Proof: We �rst deal with a few special cases.



28 M. H. de Carvalho, C. L. Lucchesi and U. S. R. MurtyLemma 6.5 Assume that graph G � e has a 2-separation, say fu; vg. Let K denote acomponent of G � fu; vg. Then cuts C := r(V (K) [ fug ) and D := r(V (K) [ fvg )satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 6.2.Proof: Since G has no 2-separation, edge e has one end in V (K), the other in E(G) n(V (K) [ fu; vg ). A simple counting argument then shows that for every perfect matchingM of G, jM \ C j+ jM \D j = jM \r(u) j+ jM \r(v) j+ 2 j feg \M j :Inequality (8) then holds for the two nontrivial cuts C and D.Lemma 6.6 Let B denote a nontrivial special barrier of G� e. If the graph H, obtainedfrom G� e by contracting set B [ I(B) to a single vertex v, has a 2-separation, then G hastwo cuts, C and D, that satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 6.2.Proof: Let S denote any 2-separation of H. If vertex v does not lie in S then S is a 2-separation of G�e and the assertion holds by Lemma 6.5. We may thus assume that vertexv lies in the 2-separation. Let u denote the other vertex of the 2-separation.Let K denote the only nontrivial component of G � e � B and let CK := rG(V (K)).For every perfect matching M of G,jM \ CK j = 1 + 2 j feg \M j :Let L denote a component of H � fu; vg. Let C := r(V (L) [ fug ) and D :=r(V (L) [ fvg ). For every perfect matching M of G,jM \ C j+ jM \D j = jM \CK j+ jM \r(u) j :We conclude that C and D satisfy the requirements of Lemma 6.2.In order to complete the proof of Theorem 6.4, we may assume that the hypotheses ofLemmas 6.3, 6.5 and 6.6 are not applicable.By Lemma 6.3, we may assume that every barrier of G�e is special. By Lemma 6.5, wemay assume that the graph G� e has no 2-separation. By the hypothesis of the Theorem,b(G� e) > 1. Thus, G� e is not bicritical.For every special barrier B of G� e, the set B [ I(B) is a shore of a tight cut of G� e;moreover, the contraction (G� e)fB [ I(B)g is bipartite. Therefore the other contraction,say H 0, of G� e along the tight cut satis�es b(H 0) > 1. The hypothesis of Lemma 6.6 is notapplicable. Therefore graph H 0 has no 2-separation. We conclude that H 0 is not bicritical.This conclusion holds for every special barrier B of G � e. By the Three Case Lemma5.2, graph G� e has two nontrivial barriers, B0 and B00, such that the sets B0 [ I(B0) andB00 [ I(B00) are disjoint. The graph H, obtained from G� e by contracting each of the setsB0 [ I(B0) and B00 [ I(B00) to single vertices, v0 and v00, respectively, is bicritical.The contractions are done along tight cuts of G � e, contracting the shores that spanbipartite graphs. Thus, b(H) > 1, and so, since H is bicritical, it has a 2-separation, say,S = fv0; v00g. If none of v0 and v00 lies in S then S is a 2-separation of G � e itself, and



On a Conjecture of Lov�asz Concerning Bricks 29Lemma 6.5 would be applicable. If only one of v0 and v00 lies in S, then Lemma 6.6 wouldbe applicable. We conclude that S = fv0; v00g.Edge e has its ends in I(B0) and I(B00). Thus, for every perfect matching M of G,jM \r(v0) j = 1 + 2 j feg \M j andjM \r(v00) j = 1 + 2 j feg \M j :Let K denote a component of H � fv0; v00g. Let C := r(V (K) [ fv0g), D :=r(V (K) [ fv00g). Then, for every perfect matching M of G,jM \ C j+ jM \D j = ��M \r(v0) ��+ ��M \r(v00) �� :Therefore, jM \ C j+ jM \D j = 2 + 4 j feg \M j : (9)Cuts C and D are both nontrivial and distinct. If M is any perfect matching of G� e, thenthe above equation implies that jM \ Cj = jM \Dj = 1. Therefore C � e and D � e aretight in G � e. If C and D are separating cuts of G, then they are good cuts of G. It iseasy to see that C and D are not matching-equivalent and are of characteristic at most 5,and hence are a pair of cuts of the required type.We may thus assume that one of C and D, say C, is not a separating cut of G. SinceC � e is a tight cut of G � e, this implies that edge e is not admissible3 in at least oneC-contraction of G, say in G1 := GfX;xg, where X = V (K) [ fv0g. But cut C � e is tightin G � e. Therefore, graph G1 � e is matching covered. Thus, there exists a barrier B ofG1 such that e is the only edge of G1 that has both ends in B. Since G is a brick, set B isnot a barrier of G. Thus, vertex x lies in B.Since H is bicritical, the cut C � e is strictly separating in G � e. We conclude thatat least one component of G1 � B, say J , is nontrivial. Let C 0 := rG(V (J)). Clearly, forevery perfect matching M of G,��M \ C 0 �� � jM \ C j � 2 j feg \M j : (10)From Equations (9) and (10), we now have:��M \ C 0 ��+ jM \D j � 2 + 2 j feg \M j :Finally, cuts C 0 and D are distinct, for cuts C and D cross whereas cuts C and C 0 do notcross. The assertion follows, by Lemma 6.2.The following corollary is an immediate consequence of the above Theorem.Corollary 6.7 In a solid brick, every removable edge is also b-removable.3This situation is similar to the one we encountered in the proof of Theorem 2.21.



30 M. H. de Carvalho, C. L. Lucchesi and U. S. R. Murty7 Robust CutsSuppose that G is a brick and e is a removable edge of G. In section 4 we have seen that theexistence of a robust cut in G� e is a su�cient condition for e to be b-removable in G. Ifa brick is solid, then any removable edge in the brick is also b-removable in it. So, we onlyneed to be concerned with nonsolid bricks. Although every nonsolid brick, by de�nition,has good cuts, it is not at all clear that nonsolid bricks have robust cuts. In this section,we show that every nonsolid brick G has robust cuts whose chracteristic is equal to that ofG. We also establish several useful properties of robust cuts which are crucial in the proofof the Main Theorem.7.1 Existence of Robust Cuts in Nonsolid BricksA good cut in a brick need not be a robust cut. However, if a brick has a good cut, thenit also has a robust cut. This section is dedicated to proving this result. Indeed, it has arobust cut of characteristic equal to that of the brick.Given a good cut in a brick, we de�ne a family of good cuts related to the given goodcut, and show that each member of this family is a robust cut. Underlying this proof ofexistence is a natural constructive procedure which can be used to �nd a robust cut startingfrom a good cut. The idea is as follows: Suppose that G is a brick and that C is a good cutin G. If C is not a robust cut, then one of the C-contractions of G, say G1, has more thanone brick. Then, G1 has either a 2-separation cut associated with a 2-separation fu; vg ofG1, or a barrier cut associated with a barrier B of G1. Each of these tight cuts of G1 isgood in G. Moreover, one of them can be shown to be `richer' in terms of the intersectionsof perfect matchings of G. If the new cut we �nd is not robust, then this procedure may berepeated, and eventually a robust cut may be obtained.Recall that for any cut C of G, we let Mi(C) denote the set of all perfect matchings ofG which have exactly i edges in common with C and we let M� i(C) denote the set of allperfect matchings of G which have at most i edges in common with C.Let G be a brick, M0 a perfect matching of G, C0 an M0-good cut of G. A cut D0 is atleast as M0-rich as C0 (writen as D0 �M0 C0) if it satis�es the following properties:(i) cut D0 is M0-good, and(ii) for each positive odd integer j, Mj(C0) �M�j(D0).In addition, if, for some positive odd integer j, Mj(C0) 6= Mj(D0) then we say that D0is strictly M0-richer than C0 and we indicate that fact by writing D0 �M0 C0. Cut D0 ismaximal with respect to relation �M0 if, for no M0-good cut D1 we have that D1 �M0 D0.Whenever M0 is understood, we omit the subscript and simply write � and �.Lemma 7.1 Let M0 denote a perfect matching of a brick G and let C be an M0-good cutof G. Let D denote a collection of k nontrivial odd cuts of G such that for every perfectmatching M of G XD2D jM \D j = jM \ C j+ k � 1: (11)If k > 1 then C is not maximal with respect to �M0.



On a Conjecture of Lov�asz Concerning Bricks 31Proof: We �rst show that each D in D is separating in G. For this, let e denote any edgeof G. Observe that C, a good cut, is separating, therefore there exists a perfect matchingMe of G that contains e and just one edge in C. From equation (11) it follows that Me hasjust one edge in each cut in D. Since this conclusion holds for each edge e in G and eachcut in D, it follows that each cut in D is separating in G.We now show that at least one of the cuts in D is M0-good. For this, assume, to thecontrary, that each cut in D contains just one edge in M0. From Equation (11) it followsthat C also has just one edge in M0, a contradiction. Thus, at least one cut in D, D0, say,has more than one edge in M0. Since every cut of D is separating in G, it follows that D0is M0-good.The desired conclusion is that C not maximal with respect to �M0 . This would followif we can show that D0 � C. We now proceed to show this.Let j be any positive odd integer, let M denote any perfect matching in Mj(C). FromEquation (11) it follows that each cut in D has at most j edges inM . Since this conclusionholds for each M inMj(C), it follows that Mj(C) �M� j(D0). This conclusion holds foreach positive odd integer j, therefore D0 � C.To complete the proof, recall that k > 1 and that each cut in D is nontrivial in G. LetD1 denote a cut in D distinct from D0. Since G is a brick, there exists a perfect matchingM1 of G that contains more than one edge in D1. Let j := jM1 \D0 j. From equation (11)it follows that jM1 \ C j > j. Therefore, D0 � C. As asserted, C is not maximal withrespect to �.Lemma 7.2 Let G be a brick. Let C := r(X) denote an M0-good cut of G that is maximalwith respect to �M0. Then G1 := GfX;xg is a near-brick.Proof: We prove the assertion by induction on X.We begin the proof by showing that G1 has no 2-separations. For this, assume, tothe contrary, that G1 has a 2-separation, say, fu; vg. Since G is a brick, x is one of uand v. Adjust notation so that x = u. Let K be an even component of G1 � fu; vg, letD1 := r(V (K) [ fug ) and D2 := r(V (K) [ fvg ) denote two cuts associated with the2-separation. For any perfect matching M of G,jM \D1 j+ jM \D2 j = jM \r(x) j+ jM \r(v) j :Since r(x) = C and v is a vertex of G,jM \D1 j+ jM \D2 j = jM \C j+ 1:By Lemma 7.1, the maximality of C is contradicted. Indeed, G1 is free of 2-separations.If G1 is free of nontrivial barriers then G1 is a brick and the assertion holds trivially. Sosuppose that G1 has a nontrivial barrier, say B. We now proceed to show that B is special,that is, precisely one component of G1 �B is nontrivial. Graph G is a brick, therefore freeof nontrivial barriers. Consequently, x 2 B. Let D denote the set of cuts associated withnontrivial components of G1 � B. Let k denote jDj. Cut C is not tight, therefore G1 is



32 M. H. de Carvalho, C. L. Lucchesi and U. S. R. Murtynot bipartite, whence k � 1. Let M denote any perfect matching of G. A simple countingargument shows thatXD2D jM \D j+ (jBj � k) = jM \ C j+ (jBj � 1);whence equation (11) in the assertion of Lemma 7.1 holds. The maximality of C thusimplies that k = 1.Denote by Y the vertex set of the only nontrivial component of G1 � B, by D the cutr(Y ). Then jM \ C j = jM \D j for each perfect matching M of G. Therefore D is alsomaximal with respect to �M0 . But Y is a proper subset of X. By induction hypothesis,GfY ; yg is a near-brick. Since Y is the vertex set of the only nontrivial component ofG1 �B, G1 is also a near-brick.Corollary 7.3 Let G be a brick, C an M0-good cut of G that is maximal with respect to�M0. Then C is M0-robust.For any good cut C in a brick G, let M0 denote a perfect matching of G such thatjM0 \ C j = �(C), let D be a cut that is at least as M0-rich as C and, subject to theseconditions, maximal with respect to �M0 . We then say that D is a cut M0-induced by C.Theorem 7.4 Let G be a brick, D a cut M0-induced by a good cut C such that jM0 \C j =�(C). Then D is M0-robust and �(D) � �(C).Proof: We note that the cut D, by de�nition, is maximal with respect to �M0 . Therefore,by Corollary 7.3 D is M0-robust. Moreover, M�(C)(C) � M��(C)(D). In particular,jM0 \D j � �(C). Therefore, �(D) � �(C).Corollary 7.5 Every nonsolid brick G has a robust cut of characteristic �(G).7.2 The Case b(G� e) = 2Let G be a matching covered graph, and let C = r(X) and D = r(Y ) be two tight cutsof G. Then, C and D are said to be a barrier cut pair of G if there exists a barrier B of Gsuch that G�B has precisely two nontrivial components K and L, and C = r(V (K)) andD = r(V (L)). And, C and D are said to be an essentially a 2-separation pair of G if theycross and the graphs GfX \ Y g and GfX \ Y g are both bipartite (where the notation hasbeen adjusted so that both X \ Y and X \ Y are odd).Theorem 7.6 Let G be a brick, let e be a removable edge of G such that b(G� e) = 2, andlet C be a strictly separating cut of G. If C � e is tight in G� e then there exists a strictlyseparating cut D of G such that D � e is tight in G� e, and C � e and D � e are either abarrier cut pair of G� e or essentially a 2-separation pair of G� e.



On a Conjecture of Lov�asz Concerning Bricks 33Proof: By Theorem 6.4, graph G has two good cuts D1 and D2 that are not matching-equivalent and such that both D1 � e and D2 � e are tight in G � e. Since D1 and D2are not matching-equivalent then either C and D1 are not matching-equivalent or C andD2 are not matching-equivalent. Let D be one of D1 and D2 such that C and D are notmatching-equivalent.By Lemma 2.16, cut D is strictly separating in G. Thus, cuts C and D have the sameproperties: both C and D are strictly separating in G and both C � e and D � e are tightin G� e.Adjust notation, by interchanging X with X if necessary, such that both X \ Y andX \ Y are odd. Let� G1 := GfX;xg,� G2 := GfX;xg,� H1 := GfY ; yg, and� H2 := GfY ; yg.Observe that each of C � e and D� e is strictly separating in G� e, by Lemma 2.18. Also,observe that each of G1� e, G2� e, H1� e and H2� e is a near-brick, because G is a brick,b(G� e) = 2 and each of C � e and D � e is strictly separating and tight in G� e.Lemma 7.7 If cuts C and D do not cross then C � e and D � e are a barrier cut pair ofG� e.Proof: Adjust notation, by interchanging X with X and Y with Y , if necessary, so that Dis a cut of G1. Thus, Y � X. By hypothesis, cuts C � e and D � e are tight in G � e.Thus, cut D � e is tight in G1 � e. Cut D is nontrivial and distinct from C, therefore D isnontrivial in G1. We conclude that cut D� e is nontrivial and tight in G� e. We have seenthat G1 � e is a near-brick. Thus, one of the (D � e)-contractions of G1 � e is bipartite.Also, as D � e is strongly separating in G� e, (G1 � e)fY g = (G� e)fY g is not bipartite.Thus, L := (G1�e)f(X \ Y )[fxg; yg is bipartite. Let B denote the part of the bipartitionof L that does not contain vertex y.If vertex x lies in B then cuts C and D are matching-equivalent, a contradiction. Weconclude that neither vertex x nor y lies in B, whence B is a barrier of G � e such thatboth C � e and D � e are (barrier) cuts associated with B.Lemma 7.8 If cuts C and D cross then C � e and D � e are essentially a 2-separationpair of G� e.Proof: Let� I := r(X \ Y ),� U := r(X \ Y ),� G11 := GfX \ Y ; v11g,



34 M. H. de Carvalho, C. L. Lucchesi and U. S. R. Murty� G22 := GfX \ Y ; v22g,� G12 := G1fX \ Y [ fxg; v12g, H21 := H2fX \ Y [ fyg;w21g,� G21 := G2fX \ Y [ fxg; v21g, and H12 := H1fX \ Y [ fyg;w12g.See Figure 9 for an illustration.Observe that since each of C�e and D�e is tight in G�e, the cuts I�e and U �e aretight in G� e. Moreover, no edge of G� e joins a vertex of X \ Y to a vertex of X \ Y .It is now easy to see that, up to multiple edges, graphs G12 � e and H21 � e are equal.Similarly, up to multiple edges, graphs G21 � e and H12 � e are equal.In order to prove that C � e and D � e are essentially 2-separation cuts of G � e, itsu�ces to show that G11 � e and G22 � e are both bipartite.For this, assume the contrary. If G11 � e is not bipartite, then G12 � e is bipartite,because those two graphs are the (I � e)-contractions of G1� e, cut I � e is tight in G1� eand G1 � e is a near-brick. The same reasoning my be repeated, replacing G12 by G21 andG1 by G2, thereby showing that G21�e is also bipartite. Likewise, if G22�e is not bipartitethen both G12 � e and G21 � e are bipartite.We conclude that the hypothesis that one of G11� e and G22� e is not bipartite impliesthat both G12 � e and G21 � e are bipartite.Observe now that clearly vertices x and v12 are adjacent in G12 � e. Therefore theylie in distinct parts of the bipartition of G12 � e. If edge e has both ends in the samepart that contains vertex x, then, for every perfect matching M of G that contains edgee, jM \ C j = 1 + 2 jM \ I j � 3. Therefore, C is not separating in G. Likewise, if bothends of e lie in the same part that contains v12, then, recalling that up to multiple edgesG12 � e is the graph H21 � e, it follows that, for every perfect matching M of G thatcontains edge e, jM \D j = 1 + 2 jM \ U j � 3, whence D is not separating in G. Weconclude that graph G12 is bipartite. Since vertices x and v12 lie in distinct parts of thebipartition of G12, the cuts C and I are matching-equivalent in G. (Also, the cuts D andU are matching-equivalent.)Since graph G21 � e is bipartite, a similar reasoning leads to the conclusion that G21is bipartite and cuts I and D are matching-equivalent in G. (Also cuts C and U arematching-equivalent in G.)Since C and I are matching-equivalent, and I and D are matching-equivalent, we con-clude that cuts C and D are matching-equivalent, a contradiction. Thus, indeed, bothG11 � e and G22 � e are bipartite. This completes the proof of Lemma 7.8.The proof of Theorem 7.6 now follows from Lemma 7.8.8 Proof of the Main TheoremTheorem 8.1 (The Main Theorem) Let G be any brick di�erent from K4 and C6. ThenG has a (b + p)-removable edge. Furthermore, if G is nonsolid, and its characteristic isgreater than three, then the underlying simple graph of G is the Petersen graph.
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Figure 9: Illustration for the case in which C � e and D � e are 2-separation pair



36 M. H. de Carvalho, C. L. Lucchesi and U. S. R. MurtyProof: The proof is by induction on jV (G)j+ jE(G)j. We begin with two simple cases.Case: G has multiple edges: Let e denote a multiple edge of G. Clearly, edge e isremovable. Moreover, G� e is a brick and its underlying simple graph is the same as thatof G. Therefore, b(G) = b(G� e) = 1, p(G� e) = p(G) and �(G� e) = �(G). Thus, edge eis (b+ p)-removable.If 3 < �(G) < 1, then 3 < �(G � e) < 1; in this case, by induction hypothesis, theunderlying simple graph of G � e is the Petersen graph, whence so too is the underlyingsimple graph of G. We conclude that the assertion holds, by induction, if G has multipleedges.Case: G is solid: Assume that G is solid. By Theorem 3.5, graph G has a removable edge,say e. By Corollary 6.7, it follows that e is b-removable. Now, by Corollary 5.7, it followsthat e is also (b+ p)-removable. Therefore the assertion holds for solid bricks.We may thus assume that brick G is simple and nonsolid. The proof would be completeif we can show that either �(G) = 3 and G has a (b + p)-removable edge, or G is thePetersen graph (see Theorem 3.4). But this follows from the Main Lemma proved in thenext section.8.1 The Main LemmaLemma 8.2 (The Main Lemma) Let G be any nonsolid simple brick di�erent from C6.Suppose that G satis�es the following conditions:(I) If G0 is any brick with jV (G0)j+jE(G0)j < jV (G)j+jE(G)j, then G0 satis�es the statementof the Theorem 8.1, and(II) Either �(G) > 3 or G has no b-removable edges.Then G is the Petersen graph.Proof: Let G be a brick satisfying the hypotheses of the Lemma. As a �rst step towardsunraveling the structure of G, we shall prove the following.Lemma 8.3 The brick G has a robust cut C = r(X) such that the C-contraction G1 =GfX;xg of G is an odd wheel with x as its hub, except possibly for multiple edges incidentwith the hub x.Since G is nonsolid, observe that, by Corollary 7.5, G has robust cuts of characteristic�(G). We shall �rst establish several lemmas involving arbitrary �(G)-robust cuts of G.Then we shall use these lemmas in proving Lemma 8.3 as well as in our further analysis ofthe structure of G.



On a Conjecture of Lov�asz Concerning Bricks 378.2 Preliminary LemmasLet G be a nonsolid brick, and let C := r(X) be any �(G)-robust cut of G. Let G1 :=GfX;xg and G2 := GfX;xg. LetM0 denote a perfect matching of G such that jM0 \C j =�(G). We shall adopt the convention that if an edge e of G does not lie in G1 (respectively,in G2) then e is b-removable in G1 (G2). The following lemmas illustrate some of the basicideas used in the proof of the main theorem.8.2.1 The nonexistence of a certifying robust cutLemma 8.4 Let C := r(X) be any �(G)-robust cut of G, and let G1 := GfX;xg andG2 := GfX;xg be the two C-contractions of G. If e is an edge that is b-removable in bothG1 and G2, then the cut C � e is tight in G� e (equivalently, C � e cannot be a good cutof G� e).Proof: By hypothesis, e is b-removable in both G1 and G2. Thus, both G1 � e and G2 � eare matching covered, and b(G1 � e) = 1 and b(G2 � e) = 1. Also, it follows that G� e ismatching covered and C�e is separating in G�e. Suppose that C�e is not tight in G�e.Then, C � e is good in G� e. By the subadditivity of function b, it follows that G� e is anear-brick. This, in turn, implies that the edge e is b-removable in G.Also, if C � e is good in G � e, then G � e is not solid. By the induction hypothesis,either �(G � e) = 3 or the underlying simple graph of the brick of G � e is the Petersengraph.Consider �rst the case in which �(G� e) = 3. By the monotonicity of the function �, itfollows that �(G) = 3. This, together with the fact that e is b-removable in G, contradictsthe second hypothesis.Now consider the case in which the underlying simple graph of the brick of G � e isthe Petersen graph. Since G is simple, it is not the Petersen graph. Therefore, edge e isb-removable, but not (b + p)-removable in G. By Theorem 5.4, it follows that �(G) = 3.Thus, again, we have a contradiction.Corollary 8.5 If C is a robust cut of G as in the above Lemma, and e is any edge of Gthat is b-removable in both G1 and G2, then e belongs to every perfect matching of G whichintersects C in more than one edge.8.2.2 The shore size implication lemmasMost of the remaining lemmas in this section establish analogous statements applicable toG1 and G2, respectively. These lemmas include two separate statements, one for G1 andone for G2, but we prove only the statement that pertains to G1. Similar arguments canbe used to prove the statements that apply to G2.Lemma 8.6 Let e be a b-removable edge of G1 (respectively G2) that does not lie in C.If cut C is tight in G � e then G has a 3-robust cut such that one of its shores has fewervertices than the shore X (shore X) of C.



38 M. H. de Carvalho, C. L. Lucchesi and U. S. R. MurtyProof: Consider G1. Suppose that e is a b-removable edge of G1 that does not lie in C andthat C is a tight cut of G � e. Then, Clearly, edge e is removable in each of G1 and G2.Therefore it is removable in G. As C is tight in G�e, we have b(G�e) = b(G1�e)+b(G2) =2. By Theorem 7.6, there exists a strictly separating cut D of G such that D � e is tightin G � e and cuts C � e and D � e are either a barrier cut pair of G � e or essentially a2-separation pair of G� e.Suppose that C = C � e and D � e are a barrier cut pair of G� e. Let B denote thecorresponding barrier of G� e. Since e has both ends in X, it follows that G[X] is one ofthe nontrivial components of G� e�B. Thus, D is a nontrivial cut of G1. Moreover, D isa 3-robust cut of G. One of its shores is a proper subset of X.Suppose now that C � e and D � e are essentially a 2-separation pair of G� e. Let Ybe a shore of D such that I := r(X \ Y ) and U := r(X \ Y ) are both odd cuts. LetG11 := GfX \ Y g, and let G22 := GfX \ Y g. Since e has both ends in X, modularityrelates C, D, I and U . Therefore, I�e and U�e are both tight in G�e. Moreover, G22�eis bipartite and equal to G22. Therefore, U is tight in G. Since G is a brick, set X \ Yis a singleton. On the other hand, for every perfect matching M of G, jM \ I j � 3, withequality only if edge e lies in M . Therefore, both C and D, which are strictly separatingcuts in G, have characteristic three. Since b(G � e) = 2, cut D is robust. Since X \ Y isa singleton, it follows that X \ Y cannot be a singleton, else G would have a 2-separationpair. Therefore, ���Y ��� < jXj, and D is a 3-robust cut one of whose shores is a proper subsetof X.On tight cuts of G1 and G2Lemma 8.7 Let D denote a nontrivial tight cut of G1, and let Y denote the shore of D inG1 that does not contain the vertex x. Then, the graph H1 = G1fY ; yg is bipartite, and xand y lie in distinct parts of H1.(Similarly, if D is a nontrivial tight cut of G2, and Y is the shore of D in G2 that doesnot contain the vertex x, then H1 = G2fY ; yg is bipartite, and x and y lie in distinct partsof H1.)Proof: Let H2 := G1fY ; yg denote the other D-contraction of G1. Since G1 is a near-brick,precisely one of H1 and H2 is bipartite. Graph H2 cannot be bipartite, else the part of H2not containing vertex y is a nontrivial barrier of G. Thus H1 is bipartite. All vertices ofV (H1) n fx; yg are vertices of G. Thus x and y do not lie in the same part of H1, else theother part would be a nontrivial barrier of G. As asserted, x and y lie in distinct parts ofH1.Corollary 8.8 If D = r(Y ) is a nontrivial tight cut of G1 with x 62 Y , then r(Y ) is arobust cut of G with jY j < jXj.(Similarly, if D = r(Y ) is a nontrivial tight cut of G2 with x 62 Y , then r(Y ) is arobust cut of G with jY j < jX j.)



On a Conjecture of Lov�asz Concerning Bricks 39Proof: By the above Lemma (8.7), x and y lie in distinct parts of H1 = G1fY ; yg. It followsthat C and D are matching-equivalent. Since C is a robust cut, we conclude that D is alsoa robust cut.The next two preliminary lemmas involve the relation of dependence on the edge set ofa matching covered graph introduced by Carvalho and Lucchesi [2], and further exploredby Carvalho, Lucchesi, and Murty in [3]. We review the relevant properties of this relation.8.2.3 A dependence relationLet G be a matching covered graph, and let e and f be any two edges of G. Then we saye depends on f , or e implies f , if every perfect matching that contains e also contains f .(Equivalently, e depends on f if e is not admissible in G� f .)We write e) f to indicate that e depends on f . Clearly, ) is reexive and transitive.It is convenient to visualize ) in terms of the digraph it de�nes on the set of edges of G.We say that two edges e and f are mutually dependent if e ) f , and f ) e. In thiscase we write e , f . Clearly , is an equivalence relation on E(G). By identifying thevertices in the equivalence classes in the digraph representing dependence relation ()) onE(G), we obtain the digraph D(G) representing the dependence relation ()) on the setof equivalence classes. This digraph is clearly acyclic. The sources in this digraph arecalled minimal classes. (See Figure 10 for an illustration. We refer to the graph used inthis illustration as R8; it is a member of an interesting family of cubic matching coveredgraphs.) Let e be an edge of G, and let [e] denote the equivalence class containing the edgee. Then a minimal class in the component of D(G) to which [e] belongs is said to be inducedby e.If Q is a minimal class, then every edge not in Q is admissible in G�Q. Thus, if G�Qis connected, then G�Q is matching covered. The equivalence classes in a brick have thefollowing attractive properties:Lemma 8.9 (See [3]) Let G be a brick and let Q be an equivalence class of G. Then,jQj � 2, and G � Q is matching covered. Moreover, if jQj = 2, say Q = fe; fg, thenG � e � f is bipartite, with both parts of the bipartition having equal cardinality; and bothends of e lie in one part of the bipartition, and both ends of f lie in the other part of thebipartition.With the aid of the above discussion, we can now state and prove the remaining twolemmas of this section.8.2.4 The removable doubleton lemmaLemma 8.10 Suppose that G1 is a brick, and that G1 has a removable doubleton Q =fe; fg. Then �(G) = 3, one of the edges of Q, say e, does not lie in M0 [ C , the other, sayf , lies in M0. Moreover, if f is b-removable in G2, then e is a b-removable edge of G.
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Figure 10: Dependence Digraph(Similarly, suppose that G2 is a brick, and that G2 has a removable doubleton Q = fe; fg.Then �(G) = 3, one of the edges of Q, say e, does not lie in M0 [ C , the other, say f , liesin M0. Moreover, if f is b-removable in G1, then e is a b-removable edge of G.)Proof: First, let us consider G1. Suppose that G1 is a brick and that Q is a removabledoubleton in G1. Then G1�Q has a bipartition, say (A;B). Adjust notation so that vertexx lies in B. Let e denote the edge of Q having both ends in A, let f denote the other edgeof Q, that has both ends in B. A simple counting argument shows thatjM0 \r(x) j = 3; f 2M0; e 62M0:So the �rst part of the assertion of the Lemma holds.Now suppose that f is b-removable in G2. As the doubleton Q is removable in G1, wehave that graphs G1 � Q and G2 � Q are both matching covered. Thus, G � Q is alsomatching covered. Moreover, G1 �Q is bipartite, whence C � f is tight in G�Q. Since fis b-removable in G2, we conclude that b(G�Q) = b(G2 � f) = 1.Observe that graph G� e is matching covered, because G�Q is matching covered andM0 is a perfect matching of G that contains edge f but not edge e. By the monotonicity ofb, we have that 1 = b(G�Q) � b(G� e) � b(G) = 1:Therefore, edge e is b-removable in G.Analogous arguments show that if G2 is a brick, and Q is a removable doubleton of G2,then �(G) = 3, one of the edges of Q, say, e, does not lie in M0 [ C , the other, say, f , liesin M0; and furthermore, if f is b-removable in G1, then G has a b-removable edge.



On a Conjecture of Lov�asz Concerning Bricks 41Remark: If G1 (G2) is a brick, and G1 (G2) has a removable doubleton Q disjoint fromC, then �(G) = 3, and G has a b-removable edge.8.2.5 The Lemma on odd wheelsThe following simple lemma will play an important role in the proof of the Lemma 8.3, and�nally in showing that G is the Petersen graph.Lemma 8.11 (on odd wheels) Let G be a simple brick, and let v be a speci�ed vertex ofG. Then at least one of the properties holds:(i) G is an odd wheel, or(ii) there is a minimal class Q of G such that Q \r(v) = ;, or(iii) G has characteristic 3.Proof: Consider the graph G� v. Since G is a brick, G� v is critical.Case (i): G� v is an odd circuit. In this case, G is an odd wheel.If G � v is not an odd circuit, by a theorem of Lov�asz (Theorem 5.5.1, page 196, [5]),we can write G� v as G� v = H +W;where H is a critical subgraph of G � v and W is an odd path with its ends in H butinternally disjoint from H.Case (ii): jE(W )j = 1. Say E(W ) = feg. In this case, H = (G� v)� e. Since H is critical,any edge of r(v) is in a perfect matching in G� e. Therefore no edge of r(v) implies e inG. Let Q denote a minimal class induced by e. Then, Q\r(v) = ;, and G�Q is matchingcovered.Case (iii): jE(W )j > 1. Say W = (u0; u1; :::; u2k ; u2k+1), where u0 and u2k+1 are in H, andu1; :::; u2k are not in H. In this case u1; :::; u2k have degree two in G � v, so, in G, theymust all be adjacent to v. Let X = fvg [ fu1; :::; u2kgThen, the underlying simple graph of GfX;xg is an odd wheel with v as its hub. So, it ismatching covered. Also, GfX;xg is matching covered. (In fact, GfX ;xg bicritical. To seethis, �rst observe that G[X ] = H, which is critical. Suppose that GfX;xg has a nontrivialbarrier B. The vertex x must be in B; otherwise B would be a nontrivial barrier in G itself.Now, if we set S = Bnfxg, then S is a nonempty subset ofX such that Codd(H�S) = jSj+1.This is impossible because H is critical.) Therefore r(X) is a strictly separating cut of G.The characteristic of this cut must be three because fu0; u2k+1g [ fvg is a 3-vertex cut ofG, and every edge of r(X) is incident with a vertex in this cut.



42 M. H. de Carvalho, C. L. Lucchesi and U. S. R. Murty8.3 Proof of the Lemma 8.3We shall now present a proof of Lemma 8.3. We shall in fact show that any �(G)-robust cutC := r(X), with jXj is as small as possible, has the required property. So, let C := r(X)be any such cut. Let G1 := GfX;xg, G2 := GfX ;xg, and letM0 denote a perfect matchingof G such that jM0 \ C j = �(G).8.3.1 Graph G1 is a solid brickFirstly let us note that G1 must be a brick. This follows from the fact that if G1 hasa nontrivial tight cut, then, by Corollary 8.8, there exists a robust cut r(Y ) of G withjY j < jXj which contradicts the minimality of jXj. We now prove that �(G1) > 3.Lemma 8.12 Suppose that G1 has a 3-good cut. Then there exists a 3-robust cut of G witha shore of cardinality smaller than that of X.Proof: Let D1 be a 3-good cut of G1. Let M 01 denote any perfect matching of G1 containingprecisely three edges in D1. Let M 001 denote a perfect matching of G2 that contains theedge of M 01 in C. Let M1 := M 01 [M 001 . Then M1 is a perfect matching of G that containsprecisely three edges in D1 and just one edge in C.We �rst observe that C and D1 are \synchronous" separating cuts of G, in the followingsense: for every edge e of G there exists a perfect matching Me of G that contains edgee and just one edge in each of C and D1. To see this, consider �rst the case in which elies in G1; in that case, G1 has a perfect matching, M 0e, that contains e and just one edgein D1; let M 00e denote a perfect matching of G2 that contains the edge of M 0e in C. ThenM 0e [M 00e is a perfect matching of G that contains edge e and just one edge in each of Cand D1. Now consider the case in which edge e does not lie in G1. Let M 00e denote a perfectmatching of G2 that contains edge e. Let M 0e denote a perfect matching of G1 that containsthe edge of M 00e in C and just one edge in D1. Again, M 0e [M 00e is a perfect matching of Gthat contains edge e and just one edge in each of C and D1.Let D denote a 3-robust cut of G M1-induced by D1. Since M1 has more than one edgein D, but has only one edge in C, it follows that D is not matching-equivalent to C. Inparticular, D 6= C.Let Y denote a shore of D such that both I := r(X \ Y ) and U := r(X \ Y ) are oddcuts. For any edge e of G, matching Me, de�ned above, contains edge e and just one edgein each of C and D1. Since D is induced by D1, it follows Me also has just one edge in D.Therefore, each of I and U also have just one edge in Me. We conclude that no edge of Gjoins a vertex of X n Y to a vertex of Y n X. Thus modularity applies to the pair C, D,that is, for every perfect matching M of G,jM \ C j+ jM \D j = jM \ I j+ jM \ U j :We assert that U is a tight cut in G2. For this, assume, to the contrary, that there existsa perfect matching M 002 of G2 that contains more than one edge in U . Let M 02 denote aperfect matching of G1 that contains the edge of M 002 in C and just one edge in D1. ThenM2 := M 02 [M 002 constitutes a perfect matching of G that contains one edge in each of C



On a Conjecture of Lov�asz Concerning Bricks 43and D1, but more than one edge in U . Simple counting shows that M2 contains more thanone edge in D. Thus M2 has just one edge in D1 but more than one edge in D. Thiscontradicts the de�nition of D. As asserted, U is tight in G2.Consider �rst the case in which X \ Y is a singleton. In that case, X \ Y cannot bea singleton, otherwise both C and D would be tight cuts associated with a 2-separation ofG. Thus, ���Y ��� < jXj. Moreover, �(D) = 3.Now consider the case in which either U is not trivial in G2 or U = C. If U is not trivialthen, by Lemma 8.7, cuts U and C are matching-equivalent. The same conclusion holds ifU = C. In that case, by modularity, I and D are also matching-equivalent, whence I is a3-robust cut of G. Moreover, I and C are distinct, because M1 has just one edge in C andthree edges in I. Thus, X \ Y is a proper subset of X.In both cases, we obtained a 3-robust cut of G having a shore of cardinality strictly lessthan that of X.We now observe that brick G1 is not the Petersen graph, even allowing multiple edgesincident to x. For this, assume the contrary. Let X 0 be the set of vertices of any pentagonof G1 not containing vertex x. It is not di�cult to see that r(X 0) is a 3-robust cut of G.To summarize, the characteristic of G1 is greater than three but G1 is not the Petersengraph, even allowing multiple edges. By the �rst hypothesis about G, it follows that G1 isa solid brick.8.3.2 Graph G1 is an odd wheel with x as its hubAssume that G1 is not an odd wheel, up to multiple edges incident to x. Since G1 is solid,it follows from the Lemma 8.11 on odd wheels that G1 has a removable class disjoint fromr(x).Consider �rst the case in which the removable class is a doubleton. In this case, noedge of the doubleton lies in C, therefore the hypothesis of Lemma 8.10 is applicable. Weconclude that �(G) = 3 and G has a b-removable edge. This is a contradiction.We may thus assume that G1 has a removable edge e not incident to x. Thus edge edoes not lie in C. Since G1 is a solid brick, edge e is b-removable in G1. Also, since e is notin C = C � e, it is also b-removable in G2. By Lemma 8.4, the cut C � e is tight in G� e.But, by Lemma 8.6, this implies that G has a 3-robust cut D such that one of the shoresof D has fewer vertices than X. This is not possible by the choice of X.8.4 Choosing XNow consider the family of �(G)-robust cuts of G such that, for any member C = r(X) inthe family, the C-contraction G1 = GfX;xg is an odd wheel, up to multiple edges incidentto x. Among all such cuts choose a cut C = r(X) with jXj as large as possible. As before,let G2 := GfX;xg, and let M0 denote a perfect matching of G such that jM0 \ C j = �(G).8.5 Two simple facts about Cut CThe next two assertions establish simple but important properties of the edges of cut C.



44 M. H. de Carvalho, C. L. Lucchesi and U. S. R. MurtyLemma 8.13 Every edge of C nM0 is b-removable in G1. If jXj > 3 then every edge of Cis b-removable in G1.Lemma 8.14 If jXj = 3, then every edge f of C which is b-removable in G2 must be amultiple edge of G1.Proof: Graph G is simple, and jXj = 3, therefore G1 is K4, up to multiple edges incidentto x. If the edge f is not a multiple edge, then the removable class that contains edge f isa doubleton of G1. By hypothesis, edge f is b-removable in G2. Then, by Lemma 8.10, Ghas a b-removable edge. Thus, we have that �(G) = 3, and that G has a b-removable edge.This contradicts the second hypothesis about G.8.6 Graph G2 is a Brick di�erent from K4, C6, and the Petersen graph.In this section we show that we may assume that G2 is a simple brick distinct from thethree special bricks K4, C6 and the Petersen graph. Let us �rst show that G2 must besimple. To see this, observe that if G2 has a pair of parallel edges e and f then, because Gitself is simple, they lie in C, and at least one of them, say e, is not in M0. Then, being amultiple edge of G2, e is b-removable in G2, and since e is in C nM0, it is b-removable inG1 by Lemma 8.13. This is not possible by Corollary 8.5.For proving that G2 is a brick, we require the following simple lemma concerning re-movable edges in braces.Lemma 8.15 Let H be a brace distinct from K2, denote by � the minimum vertex degreeof H. If jV (H)j 6= 4 then each edge of H is removable. If jV (H)j = 4 and � � 3 then thereexists a perfect matching M of H such that every edge of E(H) nM is removable.Proof: For proof of the case in which jV (H)j 6= 4, see [3]. The other case is straightforward.Now, let us proceed to show that G2 is a brick. Towards this end, suppose that G2 isnot a brick. Then G2 has nontrivial tight cuts. If D = r(Y ) is any tight cut of G2, suchthat the shore Y contains x, then by Lemma 8.7, the graph H1 := G2fY ; yg is bipartite,and vertices x and y lie in distinct parts of H1. Choose a nontrivial tight cut D = r(Y ) ofG2, with x in Y , so that Y is minimal.We assert that H1 is a brace with at least four vertices. It certainly has at least fourvertices, for D is nontrivial in G2. To prove that it is a brace, assume, to the contrary, thatthere exists a nontrivial tight cut D0 in H1. Let Y 0 be the shore of D0 in H1 that containsvertex x. Thus, x is a vertex of the bipartite graph H1[Y 0]. If y is also in H1[Y 0], then themajor part of the bipartition of H1[Y 0] would be a nontrivial barrier of the brick G. So, yis not in Y 0. Also, if x is in the minor part of H1[Y 0], then the major part of H1[Y 0] wouldbe a nontrivial barrier of the brick G. Therefore, x is in the major part H1[Y 0], and y isin the major part of H1[Y 0]. It follows that D0 is a nontrivial tight cut of G2 and Y 0 is aproper subset of Y , a contradiction.



On a Conjecture of Lov�asz Concerning Bricks 45As asserted, H1 is a brace with at least four vertices. By Lemma 8.15, there exists aperfect matching M of H1 such that every edge of E(H1) nM is removable in H1. Let vdenote a vertex distinct from y in the part of the bipartition of H1 that does not contain x.Clearly, vertex v has degree at least three in H1 and exactly one edge of each of M and M0is incident to v. Thus there exists a removable edge of H1, say e, that does not lie in M0and is incident to v. Clearly, edge e is b-removable in both G1 and G2. This is impossibleby Corollary 8.5. Thus, G2 is a brick.We would now like to use the induction hypothesis on G2. But, in order to do that, it isnecessary for us to show that G2 cannot be either K4, C6, or the Petersen graph. Handlingthese special cases is very simple. Observe that these three special graphs are cubic.If jCj > 3, then clearly there exists a pair of parallel edges of C in G2, a case which hasbeen dealt with. We may thus assume that jCj = 3, whence G1 is K4, without multipleedges. If G2 is also K4 then G is C6. If G2 is C6 then G2 has a removable doubleton thatis not incident to x. In this case, �(G) = 3 and G has a b-removable edge, by Lemma 8.10.This is not possible by the second hypothesis. (Incidentally, in this case G is R8.) If G2is the Petersen graph, then the cut associated with any pentagon not containing x is a3-robust cut of G and the corresponding G1 is an odd wheel of order 5, a better choice thanthe current one. Indeed, G2 is a simple, nonspecial brick.8.7 Choosing the Edge eSince G2 is a brick di�erent from K4, C6, and the Petersen graph, and clearly has fewervertices thanG, by induction hypothesis, G2 has b-removable edges. We select a b-removableedge of G2 according to a rule to be speci�ed. Before stating that rule, we note that suchan edge e of G2 may be assumed to satisfy the following properties:(i) The edge e is b-removable in G1. (Let us �rst consider the case in which e is in C.If jXj > 3, then e is b-removable in G1 by Lemma 8.13. On the other hand, if jXj = 3, emust be a multiple edge of G1 by Lemma 8.14, and thus is clearly b-removable in G1. Nowconsider the case in which e is not in C. In this case, e is not an edge of G1, and thus isb-removable in G1.)(ii) Cut C� e is tight in G� e. (By Lemma 8.4.) Note that this, in particular, impliesthat edge e lies in M0 (Corollary 8.5), and that b(G� e) = b(G1 � e) + b(G2 � e) = 2.(ii) jC� ej � 3. (If jC � ej < 3, then jCj = jXj = 3, which implies that G1 is K4 withoutmultiple edges, whence e is not b-removable in G1. We have already seen that this may beassumed not to be the case.)We choose a b-removable edge e of G2 using the following rule: If there are b-removable edges of G2 incident with x, that is, belonging to C, then e is ab-removable edge of G2 incident with x. Otherwise, e is any b-removable edgeof G2.Suppose that a b-removable edge e of G2 has been chosen according to the aforemen-tioned rule. We have seen that we may assume that the following properties hold:



46 M. H. de Carvalho, C. L. Lucchesi and U. S. R. Murty� Edge e is b-removable in G1.� Cut C � e is tight in G� e.� Edge e lies in M0.� b(G� e) = 2.� jC � ej � 3.By Theorem 7.6, there exists a strictly separating cut D of G such that D � e is tightin G � e and cuts C � e and D � e constitute either a barrier cut pair or essentially a2-separation pair. Let M1 denote any perfect matching of G that contains more than oneedge in D. Since D � e is tight in G� e, it follows that edge e lies in M1.The two cases mentioned above require separate treatment. We shall �rst consider thecase in which C � e and D � e are a barrier cut pair. For dealing with this case, we needthe following lemma concerning removable edges in bipartite graphs.Lemma 8.16 Let G be a brick and let e be a removable edge of G such that G � e hasa special barrier B. Let K denote the unique nontrivial component of G � e � B, letCK := rG(V (K)). Let H denote the (CK � e)-contraction (G � e)fV (K); vKg of G � e.Then every edge of rH(vK) is removable in the bipartite graph H.Proof: SinceG is matching covered and e is removable inG, graph G�e is matching covered.Moreover, cut CK � e is tight in G� e. Therefore, graph H is matching covered.Let f denote any edge of rH(vK). Assume, to the contrary, that edge f is not removablein H. Let A denote set V (H) n B. By Theorem 2.3, there exists a partition (A0; A00) of Aand a partition (B0; B00) of B such that jA0j = jB0j and edge f is the only edge of H havingone end in A0, the other in B00.Set A00 is a barrier of G. Since G is a brick, set A00 is a singleton. Let v00 denote thevertex of B00 (and also the end of f in B). The neighbors of v00 in G are: the vertex of A00 andthe end of f distinct from v00. Therefore those two vertices constitute a nontrivial barrierof G, a contradiction, because G is bicritical. We conclude that each edge in rH(V (K)) isremovable in H.8.8 The Case in which C � e and D � e are a Barrier Cut PairLet B denote a barrier of G�e such that G�e�B has precisely two nontrivial components,KC and KD, where C = rG(V (KC)) and D = rG(V (KD)). Then perfect matching M0of G contains edge e, precisely three edges in C and just one edge in D. Similarly, M1 hasprecisely three edges in D, contains edge e and has just one edge in C.Since C = rG(V (KC)), V (KC) is either X or X . We note that V (KC) must in fact beX. For, suppose that V (KC) = X . Then, the barrier B of G� e is also a barrier of G1� e.Note that G1 is an odd wheel, and G1 � e is matching covered. Clearly e must be an edgeof G1; otherwise G1 � e has no nontrivial barriers. So, it follows that e is incident with x.



On a Conjecture of Lov�asz Concerning Bricks 47Let v be the other end of e in G1, and let u and w be the neighbours of v on the rim of G1.Then B = fu;wg, for fu;wg is the only nontrivial barrier of G1 � e. But now, G1 � e�Bhas two barriers, and one of them is trivial. This implies that the companion D of C istrivial. A contradiction.Consider the D-contraction H of G2 � e de�ned as follows:H := (G2 � e)fX [ fxg n V (KD); vDg:Note that H is the bipartite graph obtained from G� e by contracting X to a single vertexx, to obtain G2 � e, and then contracting V (KD) to a single vertex vD. One of the partsof the bipartition of H is B. Let A denote the other part of that bipartition; it containsvertices x and vD.Lemma 8.17 At most one edge of C � e is not removable in H.Proof: Let f denote any edge of C� e that is not removable in H. Then there is a partition(A0; A00) of A and a partition (B0; B00) of B such that jA0j = jB0j, jA00j = jB00j and f is theonly edge joining a vertex of A0 to a vertex of B00. (See Figure 11.)t tt t t tt ttt............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Figure 11: Cuts C � e and D � e are a barrier cut pairWe now prove that vD lies in A00. For this, assume that vD lies in A0. In that case, eachvertex of A00 is a vertex of G and therefore A00 is a barrier of G. Since G is a brick, A00 isa singleton. The vertex of B00 is thus joined to the vertex of A00 by at least two multipleedges, a contradiction, since G is simple.Observe now that B0 is a special barrier of G � e, where the cut associated with thenontrivial component of G � e � B0 contains C � fe; fg. Moreover, B0 is nontrivial. Forthis, recall that jC � ej � 3, therefore at least two edges of C join vertex x to vertices ofB0. Those vertices are original vertices of G2, a simple brick. Therefore, B0 is a nontrivialspecial barrier of G� e.By Lemma 8.16, each edge of the cut associated with the nontrivial component ofG� e� B0 is removable in HfB0 [ (A0 � x)g. In the other contraction of H, the edges ofC�fe; fg are multiple edges, because jC � ej � 3. Indeed, each edge of C� f is removablein H.



48 M. H. de Carvalho, C. L. Lucchesi and U. S. R. MurtyLemma 8.18 Every edge of (C � e) nM1 that is removable in H is b-removable in G2.Proof: Let h be an edge of (C � e) nM1 that is removable in H. Since C � e and D � eare disjoint, edge h does not lie in D. Therefore G2 � e � h is a near-brick. Edge e lies inM1 and edge h does not, whence M1 is a perfect matching of G2 � h. Therefore, G2 � h ismatching covered. Moreover, b(G2�h) � b(G2 � e� h) = 1, whence G2�h is a near-brick.We assert that edge e lies in C. To see this, observe that by Lemma 8.17, at leastjC � ej � 1 edges of C � e are removable in H. Since M1 has just one edge in C, it followsthat at least jC � ej � 2 edges of C � e are b-removable in G2, by Lemma 8.18. ButjC � ej � 3, whence at least one edge of C � e is b-removable in G2. By the choice of e,edge e lies in C.Let us now redo the above analysis, taking into account that edge e lies in M0 \M1 \C .By Lemma 8.17, at least jC � ej�1 edges of C�e are removable inH. SinceM1 has just oneedge in C, namely, e, it follows that at least jC � ej�1 edges of C�e are b-removable in G2,by Lemma 8.18. If one of those edges does not lie inM0, then that edge is b-removable in G.We may thus assume that each of the jC � ej � 1 edges of C � e that are b-removable in G2lies in M0. But M0 has just three edges in C, one of which is e. Therefore, jC � ej � 1 � 2.We have seen that jC � ej � 3. Therefore, jCj = 4, and hence jXj = 3. This implies thatat least one edge of M0 � e is not a multiple edge in G1 and is b-removable in G2. This isimpossible by Lemma 8.14.We have shown that �(G) = 3 and G has a b-removable edge, if C � e is a barrier cutin G � e. This is a contradiction. We may thus assume that cuts C � e and D � e areessentially a 2-separation pair of G� e.8.9 The Case in which C�e and D�e are Essentially a 2-Separation PairLet Y be a shore of D such that I := r(X \ Y ) and U := r(X \ Y ) are both odd cuts.By hypothesis, each of C � e and D � e is tight in G� e. Therefore, both I � e and U � eare tight in G� e. Thus, no edge of G� e joins a vertex of X \ Y to a vertex of X \ Y .(See Figure 12.) LetG11 := GfX \ Y ; v11g; G12 := G1fX \ Y [ fxg; v12g;G22 := GfX \ Y ; v22g; G21 := G2fX \ Y [ fxg; v21g:By hypothesis, each of G11 � e and G22 � e is bipartite. Let (A1; B1) denote a bipartitionof G11 � e such that v11 2 A1. Likewise, let (A2; B2) denote a bipartition of G22 � e suchthat v22 2 A2. Cut I � e is tight in G� e and G11 � e is an (I � e)-contraction of G� e.Therefore, set B1 is a special barrier of G� e. Likewise, set B2 is a special barrier of G� e.We need a trivial result about odd wheels:Lemma 8.19 Let W denote an odd wheel of order greater than three. Let e be a spoke ofW , v its end in the rim of W . Let u and w denote the two neighbors of v in the rim. Thenr(fu; v; wg) � e is the only nontrivial tight cut of W � e.
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C DX X Y YB2
B1

e
X \ Y X \ Y
Figure 12: Cuts C � e and D � e are 2-separation pairLemma 8.20 If X \ Y is not a singleton then it induces in G a path of length 2 and theinternal vertex of that path is an end of e.Proof: The cut I � e is a tight cut of G1� e. If, in addition, X \ Y is not a singleton, thenI is nontrivial in G1 � e. Since G1 is an odd wheel, the assertion follows immediately fromLemma 8.19.Let T denote the set of edges of G that join vertices in X \ Y to vertices in X \ Y .Lemma 8.21 Set T contains at least two edges.Proof: Since G1 is an odd wheel of hub x, at least ���X \ Y ��� edges of G join vertices of X \ Yto vertices of X . Moreover, no edge of G� e joins a vertex of X \ Y to a vertex of X \ Y .Consequently, if ���X \ Y ��� > 2 or if edge e does not join a vertex of X \ Y to a vertex ofX \ Y , then the assertion holds immediately.We may thus assume that edge e joins a vertex of X \ Y to a vertex of X \ Y and alsothat ���X \ Y ��� = 2.Edge e therefore has no end in X \ Y . In this case B1 is a barrier of the brick G, andso must be trivial. We conclude that jXj = 3. By Lemma 8.14, edge e is a member of apair of multiple edges in G1. The other edge of that pair joins a vertex of X \ Y to theend of e in X \ Y . The other vertex of X \ Y is also joined to some vertex of X \ Y .Lemma 8.22 Set X \ Y is not a singleton and edge e has at least one end in X \ Y .Moreover, modularity applies to cuts C, D, I and U . That is, for every perfect matchingM of G, jM \ C j+ jM \D j = jM \ I j+ jM \ U j :



50 M. H. de Carvalho, C. L. Lucchesi and U. S. R. MurtyProof: By Lemma 8.21, jT j � 2. Graph G2 is simple. Therefore, X \ Y is not a singleton.That is, cut U is nontrivial.The (U � e)-contraction G22 � e of G � e is bipartite and cut U � e is tight in G � e.Therefore, edge e must have at least one end in X \ Y , otherwise B2 would be a nontrivialbarrier of G.No edge of G � e joins a vertex of X \ Y to a vertex of X \ Y . Neither does edge e.Therefore, modularity applies to the four cuts mentioned in the assertion.Lemma 8.23 Every edge of T nM1 is b-removable in G2.Proof: Note that G21 � e and G22 � e are the two (U � e)-contractions of G2 � e. Recallthat cut U � e is tight in G� e.In G21, each edge of T joins vertex v21 to vertex x. By Lemma 8.21, there are at leasttwo such edges. They are all parallel to each other, and therefore are b-removable in G21.On the other hand, B2 is a special barrier of G� e. By Lemma 8.22, B2 is nontrivial.Note that, in G�e, the edges of T �e all join vertices of B2 to vertices of the only nontrivialcomponent of G� e�B2. By Lemma 8.16, each edge of T � e is removable in G22 � e. Weconclude that each edge of T � e is b-removable in G2 � e.Let f be any edge of T � e that does not lie in M1. Then G2 � f is matching covered,because G2�fe; fg is matching covered andM1 is a perfect matching ofG that contains edgee but does not contain edge f . Moreover, that b(G2 � f) � b(G2�fe; fg) = b(G2� e) = 1.Therefore, f is b-removable in G2. This conclusion holds for every edge f of T �e that doesnot lie in M1. Moreover, edge e lies in M1. Indeed, every edge of T nM1 is b-removable inG2.Lemma 8.24 The cut I cannot be trivial.Proof: Assume that the cut I is trivial. Since G22 � e is bipartite, and U � e is tight inG� e, and so, for every perfect matching M of G, we have that jM \ U j � 3, with equalityif, and only if, e 2M . By modularity, M0 has precisely three edges in C and just one edgein D, whereas M1 has just one edge in C and precisely three edges in D. In particular, theequality jM0 \ C j = 3 implies that �(G) = 3.We assert that edge e lies in C. For this, observe that set T has at least two edges,by Lemma 8.21. Since M1 has just one edge in C, set T contains at least one edge that isb-removable in G2. By the criterion used to choose edge e, it follows that edge e lies in C.Consider �rst the case in which T contains an edge, say, f , that does not lie in M0.Since the edge of M1 in C is e, an edge of M0, it follows that edge f lies in T n (M0 [M1 ).Thus, edge f lies in T nM1, whence, by Lemma 8.23, edge f is b-removable in G2. Edge falso lies in C nM0, therefore edge f is b-removable in G1, by Lemma 8.13. Now, since edgef does not lie in M0, we have a contradiction (Corollary 8.5).We may thus assume that T � M0. This implies that no edge of T is a multiple edgein G1. It also implies that ���X \ Y ��� = 2. Therefore, jXj = 3. By Lemma 8.14, edge e isa multiple edge in G1. This implies that edge e does not lie in T . Thus, jXj = 3 and T



On a Conjecture of Lov�asz Concerning Bricks 51contains precisely two edges, neither of which is a multiple edge in G1. By Lemma 8.14, Ghas a b-removable edge. This is a contradiction.Lemma 8.25 G is the Petersen graph.Proof: By the previous Lemma, X \ Y is a not a singleton. By 8.20, the subgraph of G1induced by X \ Y is a path of length 2, the internal vertex of that path is an end of e.Cut I�e is tight in G�e and G11�e is bipartite. Therefore, for every perfect matchingM of G, jM \ I j � 3, with equality if, and only if, e 2M , otherwise nontrivial cut I wouldbe tight in G.Likewise, cut U � e is tight in G � e, cut U is nontrivial and G22 � e is bipartite.Therefore, for every perfect matching M of G, jM \ U j � 3, with equality if, and only if,e 2M .By modularity we conclude that, for every perfect matching M of G,jM \ C j+ jM \D j = 2 + 4 j feg \M j :Consider �rst the case in which �(G) = 3. Then, by modularity, M0 has precisely 3edges in each of C and D. In that case, it is convenient to take M1 :=M0.We assert that set T nM0 is nonempty. For this, assume the contrary. Perfect matchingM0 has exactly 3 edges in C. One of these edges is e, an edge not in T . Therefore jT j = 2.This implies that ���X \ Y ��� = 2; and moreover, the two vertices of X \Y are incident to thetwo edges of T . On the other hand, graph G[X \ Y ] is a path P of length two, its internalvertex is incident to edge e. It follows that the extremal vertices of P are matched by M0with vertices of X , whence M0 has �ve edges in C, a contradiction. As asserted, T nM0 isnonempty.Let f denote an edge of T that does not lie inM0. But M1 =M0, therefore edge f doesnot lie in either M0 or M1. By Lemmas 8.13 and 8.23, edge f is b-removable in each of G2and G1; moreover, cut C � f is separating in G � f and has precisely three edges in M0.This is impossible by Corollary 8.5.Finally, consider the case in which �(G) > 3. By modularity, perfect matching M0 hasprecisely �ve edges in C and exactly one edge in D. Thus, �(G) = 5. Hence �(G2) � 5.But if �(G2) = 5, by the induction hypothesis, G2 is the Petersen graph, which we know isnot the case. Therefore G2 is solid, and, every removable edge of G2 is b-removable in G2.Suppose that there is a removable edge f of G2 not incident with x. Then, by Lemma 8.4,cut C � f is tight in G � f . In this case, by Lemma 8.6, G has a 3-robust cut which isnot possible because �(G) = 5. Thus, G2 has no removable edges not incident with x. ByLemma 8.10, no doubleton disjoint with C is removable in G2. Now, by the Lemma 8.11on odd wheels, recalling that G2 is simple, it follows that G2 is an odd wheel.Note that every edge of C is b-removable in G1, because G1 is an odd wheel of hub xand order at least �ve. Likewise, every edge of C is b-removable in G2. By Corollary 8.5every edge of C lies in M0. Thus, graphs G1 and G2 are both simple odd wheels of order�ve. We conclude that C =M0.
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Figure 13: The Petersen graph is the only possibiltyWe now show that G is the Petersen graph. For this, number the vertices of the rim ofG1 cyclically in sequence: (00; 10; 20; 30; 40). Likewise, number the vertices of the rim of G2cyclically as: (000; 100; 200; 300; 400).No two edges of C have their ends in G1 adjacent in G1 and their ends in G2 adjacentin G2. To see this, assume the contrary and adjust notation so that 00 and 000 are adjacentand 10 and 100 are also adjacent. At least one of vertices 20 and 40 would be adjacent to oneof the vertices 200 and 400. The edge connecting these two vertices plus edges (00; 000) and(10; 100) could then be extended to a perfect matching of G containing just three edges in C.This would mean that �(G) = 3, a contradiction. (See Figure 13(a).)We may thus adjust notation so that 00 is adjacent to 000. Vertex 10 must then beadjacent to one of 200 and 300. Adjust notation, reversing the orientation of the numberingof the rim of G2, so that vertex 10 be adjacent to 200. Then vertex 20 must be adjacent tovertex 400. In turn, vertex 30 must be adjacent to vertex 100. Finally, 40 must be adjacent to300. (See Figure 13(b).) That is, G is the Petersen graph.This completes the proof of the Main Lemma.
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